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LOBO SHOE SHOP.
.

104 RtC:f'rMOND DR.; S.l!t. .•. ; ·

Shoes Rellniahed • l'olis~ ." Lflces
ORTHOPEDIC ~()RK
. ALL WORK GUAMNTEED
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E~ji); a ferfect Fit and Up fa'.
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AL 6-7349
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ofT~;· FRIDAY LOBO

chavaleta (461) Phoenix Cal-

•

Pr•scription Specicdists
Al 5-5581

3100 Central E.. ;·. ,_ . .....
~
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.. ·. THE 'LOBO
BARBER SHOP

- \~
TBOB CENTRAl SE
~
f~~Wrcut ...... q . . . . . . . . . $1.5!

J:lci.t..._top ....... , ••.. .. •

1.5~

Regutor ......... ~ •• _. .. 1.5~
·~

.

SIMON SERRANO:
TEXACO SERVICE
..
·Complete
,,. ..
Automotive Service
2100 Central SE
CH 2-57-48

~SPITZMESSER'S

Men's Wear and Shoes
f.,;'

..

.

3101 Central NE

IDEAL
QUALITY FINISHED SHIRTS
101 Hcuvarcl, SE

CH .2·5124

:.

LOMAS 3-Minute
Car Wash
Fast·Efficient
·.·Motor Steam C:llanl~ll
5101 Lomas NE
AM 8-5212

~.

..
;

CLEANERS
STORAGE

LUCKY'S
.PIZZA-SPAGHETTI
RAVIOli ..
The food thot Put"Romance
. In Rome"
Open Sunday
Closed MondaJ

·-Open at 5:00 p.m.
Phone AL 6-9953
· 4515 Central, East

AL 5-1695

UNIVERSITY CLEANERS
EMERGENCY 2-HOUR CLEANING SERVICE
Open 7:00a.m. • 6:00 p.m. CH 3-6553

RUSHED FOR
LUNCH!
Slop in at
Comic/a Mexicana

COMIDA MEXICANA
No hay mejor! Buen cafe. Tortillas frescas.
EL TORRERO, 181 Olh Avenida Central. Across
from Hodgin Hall! Se habla Espai'iol.
NO JOB TOO BIG-NO JOB 1.00 SMALL
Complete Automotive Service from gas & oO to transmission and motor overhal-

KITCHEN'S CONOCO SERVICE &GARAGE
2300 Central SE Open 7 cr.m. to 10 p.m. Phone Cit 2·0938 104 Harvard SE

All Work Guarantud-Speeial Prices to UNM Students & Facuhy

DRUGS

PRESCRIPTIONS
24 HOUR
RESTAURANT
SERVICE

DORSEY LOBO PHARMACY

WANT ADS

. <··

3001 Monte Vista NE

Just east of the campus

The TODDLE HOUSES
Open

3718 Central SE
4710 Lomas Blvd. NE
7804 Central Ave. SE

24 hours

STEREO
HI Fl

BROOME FURNITURE CO.

RADIOS-AM & FM

COMPLETE LINE OF HOUSEHOLD
FURNISHINGS
2114-18 Central SE

TV

GRADUATION
PORTRAITS

8:45 MORNING PRELUDE
9:00 WHAT'S NEW
10:00 GUIDANCE
10:45 FOR MOTHERS ONLY
11 :00 AGE Of KINGS
"Richard Ill"
12:30 CHANNEL 5 REPORTS
· 1:00 MAPLE LEAF COUNTRY
1:15 ELEMENTARY SCIENCE
1:30 AMERICAN SCENE
2:00 ELEMENTARY .MUSIC
2:15 BRITISH WAY
2:30 EASTERN WISDOM AND
MODERN liFE
3:00 TV KINDERGARTEN
3:30 KIDS' STUFF
3:45 WHAT'S NEW
4:15 INDUSTRY ON PARADE
4:30 GUIDANCE
.5:15 BRITISH CALENDAR
.5:30 lV INTERNATIONAL
6:30 HABLEMOS ESPANOL
7:00 WHAT'S HEW
7:30 EASTERN WISDOM AND
MODERN LIFE
8:00 HUMANITIES
'"Taoisrn11
9:00 PLAY OF THE WEEK
"House of Bernardo Alba"

CH 3·7723

WARNER- WOODS
1804 CENTRAL SE

CH 7-9111

• •
rltiCS
Legion Told 'Put ..
Up or Shut Up'

I
,I

I
I

)

I
'I

""

Castro to Return
Farming Plots

anyone to question their lJatriot•
ism," he said .
Followed Attack
The president's statement came
after a broadside attack from
Richard B. Laing, state commandel' of the American Legion. In the
Legion's May bulletin, Laing \ AS INGTON
F' l 1 c st ·
claimed cet'tain faculty members "fV ~I
- • H ~ a. ro
were creating a negative attitude has decided to l'cturn medmm sized
towards loyalty by ut•ging• that farm plots t~ Gub~n ~armcrs, the
the University withdraw from the Cu?an prcnuer said m a speech
National Defense Education Act Fl'lday.
because of the disclaimer affi- The new ttu·n of events was dedavit. required of student aNlli· signet' to restore morale in agriculcants.
tural areas of the country and
Laing also said that he was \vor- fight sel'ious food shortages caused
ried that young people might have by domestic · 1n·oduetion failures
- - - - - - - - - - - - - . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ; - - - - - - - - - - - - - their loyalty weakened by "the ad- and foreign embargo, he said .
vacates of such freedom of Castro sb:essed that the new
thought." He called the UNl\I ad- move did not mean that Cuba was
ministration "very weak" for al- faltering 11long the trail to "So·
t
~
lowing, under the guise of aca- cialism." He said the step ~~as
demic freedom, the lowering of the necessary to restore !ranqulhty
respect enjoyed by the University. to the peasant population.
Cites Records
Half of the country's arable
Popejoy cited the war records land is orgall~ZC~ into collectives at
of all the profesSorS in question. present, "If It IS necessary to re•
Director of . Student Affmrs uc· pointed out that Vern Coun- turn farms which l1ave been im·
BOULDER, Colo.-Dr. Edward
J. •Rozek, assoc. ~rof..of political
By pAUL METZGER
Sherman E. Smith ann~unc~~ yes- tr::l'lnan, dean of the law school, properly intci·vened, we will reSC!ence at the Umvers1ty
of
ColoLast
week
Dr
Hoyt
Trowterday
· H oy t , c11a1rman
·
·
'62 F' that
t c he woulU
'tt tIequue
.· t the Ed wm
of th e gov- turn theiil"
, Castro said , adding
.. .
.
'
rado, has filed a petitiOn m Bould- bridge, Dean of the College of Arts
. les a omml ee 0 P1 m an .
t d
·t
t D · 1 II • that "We al'e not going to appear
· t court to get te st'1mony an d Sciences,
·
de1'Ivere d an a dd ress
·
entirely new program
epar men
• aVI<all have
am to be af1·a1d
. to have taken a step
. t ric
er dIS
. for the ernmen
ilton economics
professor
, . ·t'
backward "in an obvious repudia:from persons allegedly involved in at the Phi Kappa Phi Honorary event, scheduled for this weekend. d' t•' . · 1 d
"
'
"
'
h'
•
• •• •
t't
S •h
'd th
IS lllgU!S te Wai leCOH S.
,
a conspn•acy agamst .Im.
Soe1e~.Y mitiati~n ce:emo.ny, en 1 ·
.• m1t sa1 . e . pr.?gram, ~s~ . In e_!feet, Popejoy told the "!-e· ~~on of the old-line Cuban MarxAmong many named m the pe- led The. Umvers1ty and the punted and b~mg d1stnbuted, d1d gwn to put up 01• shut up, saymg 1sts.
tition were CU president Quigg Stat~." HI~ speech wa~ no~ble not conf~rm, m some .respects, to that if the Legion "knows and
Newton, Allen Nossaman, student f?I'. Its clanty, sch.olarship, obJec- the t•eqUirem~nts outh~ed by the has proof of any disloyal perso11,
senator, the chairman of the stu- ti~Ity a~d modera~IOn of tone. Yet, Student Affall'S Comnuttce.
on our campus they should let'
dent publications board, and an th1s wnter feels Impe!led to com- . Specincally, .he listed the. inclu- me lmow immedlately, and notre·
ex-director of the CU college of me~t on ~vh_a_t ~e beheves wal'!"'a S!on of a .candidate from P1 Kap- sort to innuendo and shotgun
joumalism.
maJor OllllSSIOn m that address.
pa Alpha fraternity( recently ex- charges."
Wants Testimony
Dean Trowbridge placed con-'pelled from campus) in the pro. Basics Urged
•
Rozek filed the petition to gain side~ahle emph.asis on the. Uni- gram as running for Fiesta king. The Legion said it did not de-l Lockett E. Wood, UNM senior
testim 9ny in the event he wants to versity's function of service to Smith said only organizations sire to suppress academic free- in Electrical Engineering, recentfile a law suit. The petition re· the. state (state here refers to can SJJonsor candi!.lates for the dom, but docs not desire "to keep ly applied for admission to the
fened to a March 6 edition of the society)
title of "Rey de Ia Fiesta" and foremost in our mind our basic University of Pennsylvania gradColorado. Daily, student news- And indeed, the Universi~y does PiKA is no longer an existing or- purpose, the strengthening of all uate school.
paper, which contained an article make invaluable contributiOns to ganization.
citizens toward serving both God A few days later came the re•
Rozek says attacked him and con- the society in which it exists, by The program also includes a and our country."
ply that he had been accepted, pro
tained "statements relating to the acculturating the young and by gun fight he said which was not Popejoy also told the LOBO vidcd be qualify for h)lmigration.
petitioner's qualifications as a training them in special skills vital approved' by the Student Affairs that all mail received in the wake Wood immediately replied that
teaehe1' 1 scholar, lccturet•, and to society.
Committee in regular procedure. of. Maj. Gen. Patrick Hurley's since he l1ad been misled to be·
loyal citizen of :the United States.:• These,_ of course, are functio!ls, The King and Queen of Fiesta charges against Countryman last lieve that Pcnn~ylvania was a
He st~;ed ~u~ther t~at the ar~~· as he pom.ted out, of all education will be chosen in a campus wide week. has been favo~·able to the part of t~1c Umted .states, he
cle was. an 1.nc1dent m a ~onsp!l· everywhete.
.
election tomorrow .in the Student UNl\I law school a?d Its dea!I· Ru- would declme the ?ffer.
acy which ex.1sts on the .umve1'S1ty Dean Trowbridge wen.t Oil; to Union Building.
·
mors have been circulated m. tl1e The. letter recmved. by Wood
campus to stifle academic freedom trace the course of educatiOn smce The coronation will be at 7 11 m state to the effect that ultra-right and Ius reply are rcprmted here:
and thwart the expressions o:£ the days of ancient Gt·eece. He :x- Friday in Johnson Gymnasi~m· groups were planning a mas~ive Dear 1\Ir. Wood:
opinion cont~·a_ry to those who con- amine~ the increased degr~e o: ~n- The royal couple and their attend: letter-writing campaign to get Since you have been admitted to
trol the pohc1es of the Colot·ado teractiOn between the U?1Vers1~y ants will be announced at thai Countryman fired. The UNM pres- the Graduate School of Arts and
daily.
.
and the s~ate in O}lr own time. This time. All of the candidates will ident said not a si?gle negative Sci.cnccs, it is requcste,d that you
Introduced Goldwater
greater mteract10n has, h~ ~on- participate in the campus parade lettm· had been receiVed, however. write the
•
Rozek's petition was an out- eluded, produced 11great,;r fnction. at 10 a. m. Saturday,
.
·
Offi~e of_Formgn Student~
growth of a March 2 visit to the The men of the . town gener~lly Today's Fiesta festivities arc
Un.Iverslty.of Pennsylvama;
CU campus by Sen. Barry Gold· take the sh?rt v1ew, .of necessity, composed of the AFROTC and .
~luladelplua4, Pennsylvama
water (R-Ariz.). Rozek, as faculty short tet·~: ho'';~ver, those who NROTC awards parade to begin
and mform them. o~ yom· accepsponsol' of the cu Young Republi- wear ~he . gown . must t~ke !he at 4 p. m. on the paradcficld. wedro un
e
0
tancc of tile ad~lllSS!On and \yhen
cans, made a lengthy introduction long VIeW smce ~hen· wo~k mvol es nesday's l!'iesta activities will fea- Teachers are needed throughout y~u plan to arnve at the. Umverof Gofdwate1• be:£ore the senator's ~hem not only m th.e present, b~t ture the Mariachi Los Caporaios the country and the world a list sJty. The Offi~e of Formgn. St~·
speech, in which the professor at- 1 ~ the past and fut~rea~.well, This "for the Union dance.
of open positions from the UNM dent~ cannot Issue !'ouJhe nnm,t·
tacked the Daily and the Young d.Ivergency oft~n gives liSe to con- Candidates fo1• Fiesta Queen Placemellt Bureau shows.
grabo~ foi'm. rc;q~Ircd to obtam
People's Socialist· League. Letters Slder!lble conflict.
• . . are Troid Elsbrock, Judy Abbot, Applicants for all :fields of teach- your VIsa. untll tt 18 assut•ed that
f1'om students critical of Rozek's It 15• he declared, a respons!hih· Rita Caradajal Eyvonn Garcia ing are needed in the United you defimtel~ plan to C?me her~ •
introduction were priuted ·later
of those '~ho,lea':_e the Un!ver: Sue Prevost, V;leric Sherer, Din~ States, while Venezuela has noti- Another co~dition for tins form 18
5!ty to expl~m Its aimS a~d func
in the Dally.
(Continued on page 2)
fied the bul'cau that a mining com(Contmucd on page 3)
1
The CU administ1•ationsaid that tions to societ.y. In all tlus 1 fee
·
·
pany in Puerto Ot'da:;o;, and Ciudad
• ·.
·•
it had received no notification of De.an '!'r~rbridge to have been
Model UN
Piar, cities in Venezuela, also
.
Stgma
Rozek's petition.
quite ri~ • .
. h . h
.
.
needs help.
The new officers and trtembers
~------But, I~ t~I.s ana1Y~1 s .t ere ~s . A panel d1scuss~on of th.e rece~t The U. S. Government notes that of the New Mexico cha:ptel' of the
been a. s1gmfi~ant omiSSion •. There Collem'! Model Umted Nations Will an education officer located in society of Sigma Xi, llational re·
Accountant Exam h~s bee!l a ~allU1'e to exal'l!me. ~he be held tonight. at 7:30 in t•oo:nl Washington, D.C., and overseas is search honot•ary, will be installed
New Mexico's annual certified ?IstinctlVe rol~ of ~he Umversit_r 250-:p of the Umon. The panel Will needed also.
and initiated at the annual banaccountants examinatious will be m a. democratic society. The.
consist of delegates to. the model More inforiuation is available quet of the chaptel' Wednesday
held May 161 17 and 18 in Carlisle Vel'stty, mo;e than any other e u- U •• N., ~eld at San DJego State from H. M. Cantllhell, diirector of evening at 6:45p.m. in the Desert
Gymnasium beginning at 8 a, m.
(Contmued on page 2)
Umverslty.
the Bttl'eau.
Roow. of the Union,
,

1

Is pennsy,.vama• part

Of theunl"tedStates?
4

Tuesday, May 15
MORNING PRELUDE
WHAT1S NEW
TV KINDERGARTEN
GENERAL SCIENCE
HABLEMOS ESPANOL
HUMANITIES
' 1Taolsm"
12:00 INVITATION TO ART
12:30 UNITEt> KINGDOM
12:.C5 GENERA!. SCIENCE
1:15 ELEMENTARY SCIENCE
1:30 NORTHERN NEIGHBOR
2:00 ELI!MEN'TARY SCIENCE
2:15 WORLD AROUND
2:30 GENERAL SCIENCE
3:00 TV KINDERGARTEN
3:36 KIDS' STUff
3:<15 CLASSROOM ART
4:15 FOR MOTHERS ONLY
<1:30 WESTERN RELIGIONS
5:15 MAPLE LeAF COUNTRY
5:30 MUSIC HALL
6:00 DR. POSEN'S GIANTS
6:30 HABLEMOS MAS t:SPANOl
' 7:00 WHAT'S NEW
7t30 CHANNEL 5 REPORTS
8:00 WES'i'ERN RELIGIONS
8•45 BRITISH CALENDAR
9:00 MUSIC FROM OHIO STATE
9•30 SOUNDS OF MUSIC

No. 79

.
Smelth
Overrules
CUProf- Cla.lmS Analysis:
ean. s a lk
.
D
progr(lms
PI 0t t0 6et H.lm Mlessed rlno,·nt F·test·a
.
,

Monday, May 14

AL 5·1697

196~

ly loyal to the U.S. government.

30,000 miles, J7115. Call CH 3·25711.
5·10, 11, 15,

3011 Monte Vista, NE

Tuesday, May 15,

.. It irritates me a great deal for

0•10, 11, 15.

SOUND by

OUR SIXTY-FOURTH YEAR OF EDITORIAL FREEDOM

UNM president Tom L. Popejoy released a statement
to the press Friday saying he was "sick and tired" of
irresponsible criticism of the University and questioning
of the loyalty of UNM faculty and students.
"The University faculty and student body are thorough-

FOR SALE
'58 SILVER HAWK, V-8 with overdrive.

1800 CENTRAL SE

Dry Cleaning and Laundry

I.

..:--

Kits .& C,omponents
.

FREE CAR
INSPECTION

'

•
..

STEREO
Sales &Service

AI. 6-1829

•"'•

..

Item

Send in 25 cents tl) help send
Mark Acuff to Laos,

·fLITll R.£ UN t1 CA f1 PUS i'-

CH 1-lUS ..,. CH 1'.0311, -at. 11~
HELP WAN'l'ED
MANAGER for apartments cloae to Univ~rsity, Rent free. Excellent opportunity
for young mnrri<:<l couple who wish to
finish college, Apply by Jetter to Drawer
"A", c/o New Mexico LOllO, Boll 192,
Unlv•. Station: "
l'ERSONALS
WAN'l'ED typing of all kinds. Neat and
accurate work. Phone DI 4-7274,

"

EWMEXICOLO

asts

CLASBIFI:ED ADVERTISING RATES:
A line ad. S&c- I tim• 11.60. I~
tlono m011~ k onbmltfal bl" noon on
da7 before pablicatillD to Room 1681
Student Pabllcatlou llullclinll'. l'bane

.

,.,_ ~;:. :Pharml:tcy · .··· . :·
'

Vol. 65

.

Schroeder· &Wilson
•

Cbf£)

..

v..... :. ... "

.•

'fWI

CLINE PRAisEs ALLIANcE·
Saturday's Women's Sports Day 1'The All!ance fot• Progress proheld at UNM was a great success gram provides one of the greatest
At least this was the opinion of challenges 0~ the sixties," Miss
·i
.
·
many of the gawking male spec- Dorothy I. ~lme, professor of gQV•
The University Stadium will be structed of asphalt and gravel, a tators.
ern~ent, s_aid Thursday.
the site of the dual track meet bad material on which to run.
Foui·teen girl's teams showed M1ss 9hne, who conferred re. between Abilene Christian Col- The track is of crushed brick, their athletic prowess in competi- cen~l?" w!th Stat~ :Oept, and AIJ?
lege and the University of New instead of the conventional cin- tion in six sports.
off1cmls m Washm!fton, D.C., says
Mexico tonight at 7'•30 The new ders Most of the tracks today are
.
d
f she returned-convmced that the
: track is said to. be o~e ~f the best being made of this material. Its .This reporter watchde some 0 · Alliance is a foreign aid program
·
· Sigm~Icance.
· ...,.
A. t eac11er,
constructed in the Southwest and expense is less than others,
and· the softball
· games ' an
· was bamazr of maJOr
will yield fast time for the meet. can be cared for with relative ed to ~ee . s~me r;:~ther d!l -~ leVd lecturer and writer on state and
This will be the second meet ease.
able PI~c~mg. str~gth Isp ay~ ·local govexnment, Prof. Cline was
· held on the new track. The first
by .a d!~nnutive red-head on t e called to Washington to discuss ~
was a dual contest between the
Umversxty of Utah team.
wide range of subjects, including
Lobos and Utah State which New
The Good 'Samaritan Hospital community development prob~
•
Mexico won, 80~50. '·
~eam (Phoenix~ did an admirable le~s in Latin America.
1
1
; Imp~oved Arrange~ent
JPb. of competmg although they Miss Cline said that inher talks
!The most obvious improvement
.
.
.. .
. were peatly outcl~ssed by the she found it "refreshing that the
over Zimmerman Field is the ar- . The UNM Islamic So,~le~~. Will profusiOn of p .E. maJors from the Alliance is bi·inging people to
rangement of the various", field celebrate th!} second Eid . on other schools. All the same, .a Washington to probe all the facets
events. The discus arena; long Monday, May 14. The .s~rvlces pitcher with the tea~ (B?nme o~ a complex and vital program
considered a hazard at Zimmer- commemorate the sacnf1<:e of Doss). gave the poopsmg h1tters 1-----------..;:._man is situated in the far north- Abraham, who in .the. old Testa- a hard time for a while.
lege .
east 1ci)J.•ne1• of the field.-. making men~. sho':'s himself .. willing to RESULTS:
Class B..,...Ell~n Kiedaisch
it! much safer for·the other com- sacrifice his son.
't f Ut h
(436) Phoemx Oollege
80 ftb 11 • U .
petitors.
The services, which will last for
a ·. n~v~rsi ~ll~ e a
Bowling: Class A-UNM (3352)
iThe runways to the jump pits a half-hour beginning at 7:30 T :W~s~~~ S ~e ~··j ~ado Uni
Class B-St. Joseph's No. 1
ate of rubberized asphalt, a ma- a.m., will be led by'Naji Shukri,
enms .. ass · -. 0 or
team (2568)
t~rial designed to improve spring the group's Imam, or lay minverslty
.
Swimming: UNM (91)
and speed but reduce shin splints. ister. They will be held .in the
Class B-Phoemx College
Colorado University ( 48)
The run~ays, whil.e not lasting UNM chapel, &nd will be o:pen to Golf: _Class A-M_ary Jo CampColorado State Unive1·sity
bell, UNM (85)
(42) ·
l(mg, can be easily replaced. rhe the public.
rpnways at Zimmerman were con- The UNM Islamic Society now
Clas~ B-Sharon Schnke, PhoUniversity of Utah (31)
has more than 20 members. Many
en~ College (100)
Western State College (24)
are
students
from
India
and
the
Special
Sponsor's
Award
!or
Good Samat·itan Hospital (4)
PATRONIZE
Middle East now at UNM under
end~rance to Elna WeisS,
Arizona State College {0)
LOBo·
the sponsorship of their home
Phoemx College
Colorado College (0)
governments and the Department Archery: Class A-Sylvia Are- - - - - - - - - - - - - -

LOBO RECREATION
CI!QMWELL. GRILL
106 Corntll Pt., S.E CH, 3,()0.44

,,

11,~

I FACULTV NEWS j
Friday, May

NEW MEXICO LOBO

Page 8
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Tuesday, May 15, 1962
_. c ea aaxwa

L

!A

·Penn~.ylvania
···
0Pn.tinued from page 1
·~------------•
· ·
.
· All fall Down, now playing at
the Sunshine, is an extremely interesting movie and also quite
'a good one. :What impreases me
·Particularly is that it presents a
set of stock c~arac~rs but makes
t~em come a~1ve w1th ·a new u:rge~cy, ~n~ !'- very real sense of
their Sl~mfJCance.
.
· T~e p1cture ?eals w1.th a rather
middle
class
f·typical
T ·Amer1can
h·
·
·
"'hamv, 1 nd w .tch !he mother. IS
1
• e usua
type
and ommeermg,
th f th possesstve
.
·
· · ',.
. e .a er. 16 61ow1Y
~~ow~~g hts faJlure m alco~ol.
el 0. ~st lson, Be:ry-Ber:y, lS .a
.ma e amma , rebelhng agamst his
·
b. y 1ett•mg
moth er' s possesSIVeness
himself go for any and all
"kicks" t?at may attract him
momentarily. The younger brother,. Clinton, p:ovides our point
of Vlew, and 1t's through his
slowly growing vision that we
understand what is happening,
On th~ scene arrives. a 31 year
old maid! named! w1th rather
breathtakmg quamt~es~,. Echo;
her n~me, of c~urse, sJg~l~Jes that
she IS unfui~Illed, wa1hn~ for
so~eone to give her a VOice, a
betng. In the same way, BerryBerry (or beriberi) stands for a
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'"tarayfon"s Dual Filter in duas partes divisa est!'1
MY$ Pttblius (Boom-Boom) Aurelius, Coliseum crowdpleaser..
Says B()()111,..1Joom, "Tareyton is one filter cigarette that
reaJly delivm degustibus. Legions ofsmokera are switching.
Try a .coa.ple of pacb .:;£ Tareytons. 'rhey're the packs
:Romana!'~
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ASUNM President Oii/a.
s Is
I
Announces pemngs onvlcted

o• c •

!I

Firms Recruiting
U.NM Graduates

that you have $3,000 for your eX•
penses of tuition and living for'
June and August UNM graduthey first
, year.
·
t
t b
.
.
ates have been asked by the UN:M
. ou~ &CC~;!p ance mus
e re- Student Body President, Dennis Former Yugos\av Vice - Presi- Placement Bureau to send direct
celved be~o~e M~y 30, 1962, or Ready, reminded students that the dent Milovan :I)jilas has bc;:en or- applications to some of the many
your admJsS!U ~~~be rev oke~. positions of NSA Coordinator, Un- dered back to jail for nine years. companies recruiting at the Uni,.
. 0 · ennsy1vama ion Directorate Chairman, and The former close friend of P~:esi- versity.
~~c~re~y Yours,
1962 Homecoming Chairman are dent Tito received four years on a Companies inte~:ested in the 1962
m!s:;nons Officer, still open,
new charge of revealing- govern- graduates are Robert E. McKee,
..
·. ·· ·
·
Deadline for applications is ment secrets. The court also- order- Dallas, Te;Kas, civil and architec·
Dear. M~. ~rother~e,
. ..
Thursday, May 17 at 4:00 p.m. ed him to serve five years of a tural engineedng; Copley NewsTh1s .1s m reply to yo~r letter. Application blanks are available previous suspended sentenc<l,
·papers, La Jolla, Calif., businesa
of Apnl 25, 19?2 requestu~g that. at .the Activities Center of the Djilas was given the four year administration; 0. F. Mos:;!berg &
It accept
·. hour secre
. t Sons
th u or· d.echne
· · f.myp admittance
·
· · Umon ·
sent ence a ft er a SIX•
· • Inc
· ., New Ilaven
.
, Con"'''1
bof e Mntvers1ty o , e~nsylvahn1a The NSA Coordinatot· is con- tl'ial in which he was convicted of sales rept·esentative; State of Nee ore ay 30, 1 962 ·m ordet•
, · · revea1'mg st a t e secret s. The ch at•ge vada
of Fish· & Game·•
I ight g. t th .
t• ft at cerneu~ Wl·'th. send"mg an·d bt•mgmg
.. ldl~ department
..
m
e · e Im~lgra 10 ~ orm NSA information on and off cam- apparently was in connection with WI lfe manager, and :Jll, I. du·
necessary to obta1n my v1sa to pus evaluating· stimulating spon- a. book he has written on his meet- Pont de Nemours & Co., Martins-'
your country.
.
soring and improving bett~r and ings w~th the late Soviet Dictator ville, Va., mechanical, electrical,
I find that I must dechne ad'ff t•
t f. th J
h St 1. ·.
·
and civil engineering physical
· · t o th e u mverstty
· · of p enn- more
ec •t·
IVe programs
o ur er osep
a m. ·
.
miSSion
NSA ea ti
d .
.
.
chemtstry,
and physics.,
sylvania since I had not planned
c VI Ies an alms.
The fo_~·mer parttsan fighter More information concernin4(
to ~ontinue my studies outside the
. .
marched 1 ~t? the court;oom yes." these position offers is availabl~
Umted States of America. When of my apphc;~;twn fee ($5.00 terday mommg and defiantly ~n- from the placement bureau H M
making application to your school Am~rican cur;•ency~ although I no))nce~. he would ~ot defe?d .him- Campbell, director announced: '
I unfortunately did not realize reahze that th1s fee 1s not refund- self. DJilas J?rocla1med his mno'
that Pennsylvania was not a part able under. ordinary circum- ce~ce, and satd he was br?ught to
of the U.S.A. Since this fact was ·stances.
tnal because he was held m moral
. young Democrats
not made explicit at the time that I am sure that you can under- diso_bedience to the Communist ·The UNM Young Democrats
I made application to the Univer- stand my position and will do regime. .
will meet Wednesday evening at
sity of Pennsylvania I feel that whatever possible to see that this
7:30 p. m. in Room 250-D of the
the University has certainly mis- matter is handled with utmost effi- Pick up your yearbook at Stu- Union. Plans for summer work on
represented itself and therefore I ciency.
dent Publications building begin- the general election campaign will
feel that I am entitled to refund
\
-Lockett E. Wood ning Monday.
be discussed.
-------·-------------------~----~----------------------~~----~----------------~~~~~~---------------·
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tially _ self-centered, _concerned
only with himself and unable to
form a meaningful relationship
with other people.
Echo and Berry-Beny are attracted to each other; while she
sees the danger of the relationship, the attraction is so great
that she gives in. She becomes
pregnant; Berry-Bery, rejecting
all 1·esponsibility (and most of
all that of new life) gives her up,
and she commits suicide. Clinton,
who has loved Echo with a
"pure" love, decides to kill his
brother, but finally sees his brother's predicament for what it is,
and, instead of rejecting life, accepts it.
What interests me here is first
of all the character of BerryBerry who is a perfect example
of the very common psychopath
in modern society, or - to use
slightly more familiar terms the hipster, as he has been described by Nor man Mailer and
others. He lives for kicks only;
lte has no aims; he can see no
reasons .for having aims; and, in
the end, the only way .in which
lte can justify (and satisfy) himself is through sex and violence.
Berry-Berry always attracts women, but sooner or later he comes
to the point where lte has to use
violence on them.
Also, Echo's situation, as far
as I can see, is very common and
very tragic. She finds that she is
attracted to the physical power
of the male animal; but the one
she loves with a pure and honest
love (in the movie, Clinton) is
under-age, weak, and dependent,
In this conflict, naturally, she
must go under. Eva Marie Saint
handles her part with great delicacy; under the surface of a
mature, grown up person we can
sense that feeling•of waiting and
of something unfulfilled which
has given hel' that preposterous
name in the movie.
The acting, in fact, is very good
all around: Karl Malden creates
a very convincing 110rtrait of the
father, Angela Lansbury likewise
of the mother, and Brandon deWilda is fine as the young boy.
Warren Beatty isn't much of an
;\ctor, but he is a supreme ex- ·
;1mple of the sort of sensitive
gorilla that is worshipped as a
male these days, and that's just
what he's supposed to be. A
young girl recently confided to
tne that she wanted to be loved
with the ferocity of a bull a:ttd
the tenderness of a pigeon. Yes?)
The dh·ection 1 finally, by John
Frankenheimer is intelligent and
quiet and keeps everything neatly
ordered just the way it ought to
be; that's harder than it looks,
and he deserves credit :fQr it.
-l,eter Ohlin.
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This lively Homecoming Queen hails from Chardon, Ohio, and will be a June bride thls year.

i

\·

Lively Beth Hofstetter enjoys steak, ice cream, and the
rousing Thunderbird Sports Roadster. This upholstered
bullet features slip-stream headrests, wire wheels, personal console, and contour-carved bucket.seats. Yo1,1
also get intercontinental ballistic muscle from an extra

40 hp of Thunderbird thunder packed into the new
Sports V-8 engine •. , it's a stirring propulsion unit!
See the impressive Sports Roadster, and all APRO!llJCrOF
the Lively Ones at your Ford Dealer's , .• the ~
liveliest place in town I
MOTOR COMPANY
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Laos Tension Mounts

tie to. ~he rebel gains ~n Laos. sion. The end res~lt was U. S. and
Tlte Chmese have done httle bnt Japanese entry mto World War
offer verbal encouragement and II.
"d'cule US attempts to inter· Kennedy must decide wheth
n I
d 'th. e Russians did not a similat• failure to act . L er
vene, an
.
.
Ill aos
enter into the battle for the tmy m1ght encourage an unstoppable
Late t•eports stated t a Ua;; country until December of 1960. Communist tide in Southeast
land has agreed to allow · · The West had six years start, Asia. He must wei~h this deci~
Marines ~t·om the 7th ~~et ~~ but its policies are being met with sion against the possible harmful
land~ and m l'Cturn the 'F aJshw~ discouraging failure.
Pl'opaganda effects that his decigiven furth~r U.S. aid. to
The question which U.S. strate- sion might have upon the uncomImprove Ant!- Commumst d - gists say must be answered is the mitted and neutral countries of
fenses.
. .
.
.
question of whether the loss of the who are are now beginning
U.S. m I h t a I' Y Intelligence the rest of Asia Howevel' in the to see the results of Communist
sources continued to state that light of recent' losses ~ more political agitation.
no decision ba~ been .made on serious question must' be con- :t:reutrality. in. the Southeast
whether the M~rme lan~mg batal· templated. If the West. could not As1an states IS difficult to achieve,
lion would go mto Thailan~. The insure the success of its policies fol' they have neither the political
size of the ba.tallion is estimated in Laos when China was not even sophistication of Sweden, nor the
to be approxunately 1,500 men. in the l'ing· what are its chances strength for self-defense of InAlready .in Thailand ~nd poised of saving ~ny part of Southeast dia. It is safe to assume that, un.
fol' action Js a battle umt ?~ ~.oo,o Asia when China overcomes its less some r~asonable change is
men of the 25th ~rmy DIVISIOns difficulties (droughts, floods, rural pe1•petrated m the U. S. policy
27th Infantry wh1ch was ?rdet:ed mismanagement, and food short- of money and gu~s for the people
to the town of Udon, wh1ch hes ages) and devotes itself seriously of Southeast Asu1., the whole 0~
35 miles south of the Mekong to the elimination of the last the area will be added to the
River. The group was moved up remnants of Western influence on Communist Chinese suburbs. The
after th_e Communist 1·ebel troops its borders? Not good, is the same tactics whi~h al'e being used
chased what was left of the Royal answer that is being advanced by by the Commumst vanguards in
Laotian Army. out of nor~h- the npidly expanding neutral Laos .are th~ standat·d techniques
western Laos mto the relatiVe elements of Southest Asia.
now m use m all underdeveloped
safety of Thailand.
.
'l'he $300,000,000 that bas been r~gions, i:;tcluding Africa and LaOthe1• U.S. troops are bemg poured into Laos has been placed tm Amer1ca. Jf the answers are
moved into areas clos: to the in at the top, and has never fil- not foun.d in Southeast Asia, they
trouble arena. The .Thm govern- tered down to the peasant. Be- are unlikely to be found elsement ?as ordered It~ ~roops to cause of the fact that the Laotian wher~.
.
move mto close proxmuty to the regime refused to accept the It 1s for t.h!s reason that the
border.
.
neutralist compromise of last,l(?nnedy ~ecJsJon on what to do
C?mmumst sources scr:~med year's peace talks, President Ken- With the little country of few ~e~agams~ the use of U.~. military nedy has refused to continue this pie must b.e made carefully. Smuforces m the area. Radio Moscow economic aid
Iar!y President Kennedy has not
stated that, "Laos is being ex·
..
:
.
. immediately sent American tt·oops
posed to the danger of direct U.S. M!litary md_, however, IS sbll into the area to drive the Laointervention." Radio Peiping contmued .. It Is l;'sed to supportjtian native rebels baek. His decistated that the United States the pathetic Lnoti~n Army whose, sion must be made ·with full
bad provoked the rebel assaults small ,crew wa~ httle more than knowledge that it could well dein the North.
~ comic opera m the. face of the termine the fate of the Com~
..Rebel advances seemed to have rebel assault. T?mr weapons munist advance in almost every
stopped for the :present.
proved to ha~e httle effect on at·ea of the \vorld.
Laotian pt·oblems did not be- the l'ebel guerilla type warfare.
gin recently with the rebel ad- The British and French balked
vances. IT'h?Y date. back. several at .the .Pl'Ospec~ of any SEATO
years, durmg wluch t1me the act10n m Laos m March of 19(il,
West has created a Laotian Army and their actions are considered
Wrong Struggle
l1as spent more than $300 million to be a preview of similar action
Dear Sir:
on aid, and l1as established the which might be taken if SEATO According to the article CoroSouthest Treaty Organization were called upon by the U. s. and nado hears Middle East talk) in
(SEATO) to provide annal safe- Thailand to enter the fray. The the LOBO, 1\lay lOth, 19G2, I
guard. All attempts now appear general consensus in Southeast would like to }>oint out that one
to have been made in vain, as Asia today is that the British 1of the topics in my talk was the
the U.S. continues to loose ground and French were con·ect in their 1struggle between the Arab coun·
in the southeast Asian empire. actions. It it felt that it is moral- 'I tries and Israel as it affects the
Present losses amount to almost ly indefensible to revert to arn1ed peace in the l\1iddle East based 011
5,000 squat·e mil~s.
. .
fore~ bee a us? of ~olitical~ eco- i! historical basis, and not the strugBoth the fore1gn mm1sters of nom1c and JdeologJCal failures, 'gle between Israel and Islam.
neutralis~ In~o?les_ia and anti~ and that militar:( ac~ion is probI ho}Je that the reporter would
Col!lmumst Ph1hppmes have., stat- able of progressmg mt? gene~al be more specific in his reporting,
?d In tbe same W?rds that, La?s Korean-type w~rfare, m wl.nch especially if he is a member of
Is lost. The ex-kmg of Cambodm U. S. sold1ers m1ght find the JUn- Coronado Cultural Committee
who headed last year:s Laotian gles difficult to conquer.
-Nasid Nuseibeh
p~ace conference wh1ch. ended
Meanwhile, President Kennedy
w1th the hop~d for ~stabhshme~t must consider the effect that a
of a neutralist regime has Said refusal to act had on World War
0
that, "Laos is ~bou.t to become II. In 1937, the U. S. failed to
a natural and mevltable exten- back up commitments to China
sion of the Col!lmunist bloc." and allowed the Japanese to wag~ Examples of Neal Townsend's
L Th.e e~bara~sm~ part of the war against the Chinese state. craftsmanship that has earned I1im
. a~~an/ 1 ~u~~Io~ ISt to1bee found This failure to act convinced the places in many important southI~
e ac
a ac ua. omm.u- Japanese that the U. S. would not western shows will be evident in
mst powers have contnbuted h~- act and encouraged more expan- the master's thesis show.
,--.....-. "A d .t. h Th
,
It will open with a reception
:2~:
n tulOt er
ing
from 7 to 9 p. m. Friday for a
.week-long exhibit 1·emaining in
place until May 25. There will be
examples of works in the fields of
ceramics, jewelry, weaving and
drawing.
Townsend has been working 3!1
a graduate assistant in the art department since receiving his BFA
degree last June.
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A Lesson t 0 Learn

·

.
d
CHANCES OF salvaging anything resemblmg a emo~
cratic nation from the wreckage of Laos seem pretty slim
at this juncture.
. Cha·os has been the order of the day ever since the
Pathet Laos began guerrilla operations against the Royal
Laotian govel'nment. The government has proved unable
to Secure the Support Of the rank and file of the nation,
and repressive measures have only added to the natural
inclination of the Laotian peasants to help the rebel
forces. The Royal Laotian Army quickly degenerated,
displaying absolutely no willingness to fight for its government: 'fhe government and the army have been held
together only by massive U. S. military and economic aid.
U. S. POLICY in Laos has been no more consistent 01'
coherent than Laotian policy. Under Eisenhower, our gov~rnment switched sides.and caused the downfall of Laoh d
tian regimes so often that few are able to compre en
what actually happened, and who was responsible for it.
For all that was certain about events in Laos in Washington, the war may well have been between the Central Intelligence Agency and the Peace Corps, all masquerading
as LaotianS';'
Kennedy has recently brought at least a bit of consistency into our Laotian operations. We now know Wh o
we are supp01·ting, and why-Souvanna Phouma, in the
hopeS" that a truly neutral and independent Laos may be
secured.
THE ADMINISTRATION hopes that a neutral, inde. S th t
pendent Laos will ward off another Korea m ou eas
Asia. Yet it does not appear that Souvanna Phouma would
be reliable even if he were able to establish stability in
his countrv, which he is not.
"
Once again we are nearing the brink of war over a
small Asian nation which we could not secure by support· th ·
t•
d t d't'
1
. · ·
ing local PO11ticmns m
en· corrup lOn an ra 1 lOna
feudalism. One would think that a lesson could be learned
from this: that no underdeveloped nation can be secured
against an immediate threat of Communist rebellion with. l
out sweeping domestic political, educational, and SOCla
reforms.
The future o:f democracy in the world may hang on
how well our government learns that lesson.

Widespread Misunderstanding
A PROLIFERATION of attacks on UNM, Colorado
University, and other large state schools across the nation reveal nothing so much as a widespread misunderstanding of the natu1•e of a university.
Members of the American Legion, the Veterans of
Foreign Wars, and other groups of similar nature have
attacked our universities for their failure to inculcate
patl'iotism in their students, for outspoken pronouncements of faculty members and actions of student groups
and student newspapers.
·
APPARENTLY, these patriots do not realize that they
attack the most basic values of America and he1· educa~
tional system.
Our nation was founded on the premise that a citizen
must be pennitted to speak his mind and to advocate
change; indeed, it was 1·ecognized by our forefathers that
free discussion and controver$Y were necessary if the na~
tion was to evolve to suit the needs of an unpredictable
future. The United States began on the principle that no
form of government should be static; that the govemment should represent the will o:f the majority of the people, be that what it may.
OUll EDUCATIONAL system was designed to encourage free thought and critical thinking. It was 1·ealized by
Jefferson, the earliest of American educational·philosophers, that a strong nation would be in constant need of
the critical evaluation of its youth. The youngEJr generation was expected to criticize, expand, and improve upon
what went before.
•
Today, OUl' best universities, seemingly incredibly,
have held on to the idea of revolutionary America. In
contrast to so much of the world, no doctrine or criticism
is barred from student consideration. The student is encouraged to think :for himself and to reach his own conclusions. The Legion may think it only luck that the majority off these free thnikers have always chosen democracy as the preferable way of life, but the established
fact is that democracy cannot exist without free education.
Mark Acuff
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Spurs Will Install
1962..63 Officers

:~--~·.
~;.,

Officers for the coming year for
.Spurs, sophomore honorary will be
installed Sundaay at 3 p. m. at a
meeting in the Kappa Kappa Gamma house.
President is Mary Jane G1·een,
who was elected outstanding freshman woman by the past Spurs
chapter. Anne Scott is vice-pl'esident; secretary, Rabbie Koch;
treasurer, Sharon Brimhall; editor, Natalie White; and historian,
Missy Sanderson.
Two members of the 1961 ~ 62
Spu1•s chaptet• were elected junior
advisors of the new chapter. They
are Carol Wyss, past Spurs Pl'esident, and Polly Hanley, Miss Willene Paxton, assistant dean of
women, was elected senior .advisor.
Pick up your yearbt>ok !lt Stu•
dent Publiclltions building begin•
ning Monday.
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"We're not leaving till we find him
and his overdue library books!"

NEW
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21 GREAT TOBACCOS MAKE 20 WONDERFUL SMOKES!
AGED MILD, BLENDED MILD-

FI~TERED MILD -THEY SATISFY

quick-dissolving tuQe formula works faster and
cleaner .than ever.
non-greasy tube formula actually disappears in
your hair, leaves no white residue on your comb,
long-lasting tube formula keeps your hair in place.
Maybe your girl will muss up your hair, but not
much else
Give new tube-formula Wildroot
a try. You'll like it!
Ct962, coLoATE·PALMOLIVt coMPAKW
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Can Be

·Let's Go

by SHARON FARQUHAR
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IME WAS that a summer vacation meant no more th~n
a nice, dreamy loaf. That may have been O.K. 1n
its time, but time's a more precious thing toda:J, and life
much more enjoyable because of this.
So don't let your summer vacation slip away from you.
Plan to get ~P and go somewhere.
.
Perhaps; like the co-ed who wrote the article on the
opj,osite page, you'll simply find a congenial place in this
country to work, travel, and meet new friends. Or, if
you'd like to extend your horizons, this special issue of
The Collegiate Digest can serv~ as a taking-off place
for the greatest travel adventures of your Jife in South
America, Mexico. Europe, Asia, and Africa.
There's work to be done, if you've got a strong back
and a generous conc!t of your respOnsibilities as a
human being. There's study to be done-in foreign universities, and in su~r eourses under the auspices of
American colleges and universities. :Many of these
courses will produce credits to tuck into your~ and
bring back. as prizes for your oWn. regular curriculum
at home. Then there are group tours, touching on the
magic of traditional isles, reaching out to all the arts,
joyously joining in great_ cultural sports, and commercial festivals.
We can only touch on some of these topics, taste them
first. here, and then give you the charts with which to
reach new horizons.
We have only two things to say:
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a good book, the sun
on your shoulders making you
half drowsy with its warmth. Or ...
the roar of the ocean, sparkling sand
· tickling your bare feet, gay voices
calling in the oackground. Could one
of these be your description of a perfect summer day in new surroundings, at a small, secluded resort, or
maybe in the midst of a gala party
along the ocean's shore?
As a college student you may be
on a shoestring budget, putting all
your summer earnings into the nearest bank so that they won't slip
through your fingers before classes
begin in the fall. Traveling and sightseeing seem far out of reach, a luxury that you "justcan'tafford"until
your formal education is paid for
and the diploma is in your hand ..
But "it ain't necessarily so," say
the many college students who make
·vacations pay off by taking advantage of the countless jobs open to
young people in the nation's favored
spots for relaxation and fun.
Several coeds from a midwestern
school, Ohio University in Athens,
Ohio found a variety of vacation
areas for their 13ummer employment
(and enjoyment!). Ann contacted
the Dean of Women's Office in her
school early in the spring, and in
June she found herself in California
on a dude ranch. As a waitress in the
ranch's informal dining room, she
met many friendly people from the
U.S.A. and abroad. The latter include representatives from the Belgian consulate and "two sweet little
ladies from Austria.'' Ann went
horseback riding in the mountains,
camping, and swimming in her spare
time .
QUIET LAKE,

Westward hoI became an exciting
reality to Joyce who worked as a
counselor on a chartered bus for high
school students traveling through
the West. They toured national
parks camping western-style along
the ~y. Joyce was a counselor-intraining for three summers previous
to the last one. She also received her
position through her school's student employment bureau.
Karen spent a quiet but enjoyable
summer as a cocktail waitress at a

small resort in the Adirondacks. Her
p)easant smile introduced her to visitors from all over the United States.
Her spare time was filled with sunning and reading (catching up on all
those best sellers recommended by
her English professors!). The management obtained its summer help
through personal interviews at nearby campuses.
Perhaps you have a talent for singing or dancing. You can pursue your
interests in a resort such as the one
where Phyllis was employed in New
Jersey. The staff was comprised entirely of college students, who held
two jobs during their stay. One
might be as a waitress or secretary,
but the other put them in the spotlight. Two stage shows and two floor
shows were presented weekly by
these young performers. They were
coached by professionals from New
York City and captivated a new audience every week. All of the resort's
recreation facilities were available
to the employees, so Phyllis was
never lacking for something to do.
The administrative staff is constantly on the · lookout for young
talent, whom they interview and
audition before the season begins.
Mary likes to dance, too. Gaslight
Village at Lake George caught her
eye while on vacation with her parents several summers ago. An entire city block goes back to the early
1900's, complete with authentic
touring cars, typical architecture.
and period costuming. Mary was a
dancing waitress in the "saloon,"
where college students worked on
the "swing system," combining customer service with floor show entertainment. Employment is based on
interviews by the management and
professional choreographers. Mary
also did photographic modeling in
her spare time. Sounds like a funfilled summer, doesn't it?
Signe and Sally were hostesses in
restaurants at Lake George. They
. greeted and seated the guests, keeping things running smoothly for
the waitresses. Their positions were
obtained through an employment
agency in that vicinity. The girls'
social life began aiter an evening

working in the restaurant and went
far into the night. But no matter;
they slept till noon, went to the
beach for some afternoon sun, then
went back to their jobs. "Sun was
plentiful at the Lake," Signe said,
"but when it· rained, we all sat in
and complained.''
Sand and salt sea air made Nan's
memories of Cape Cod lasting ones.
"Pounding the pavement" upon arriving at Hyannis with the masses
of college coeds brought her two
jobs: as a clerk in a self-serve de-'
partment store, and as a waitress in
one of the Cape's many seafood
restaurants. Beach parties and clambakes on the mountainous dunes,
sailing, surf-casting, sight-seeing in
quaint Provincetown, enjoying the
gay night life-all of these left little
time for sleep for Nan, but meant
many wonderful times.
The above are only: a few of the
employment possibilities for you in
your summer Utopia. You might put
your artistic abilities to work painting portraits on the boardwalk or
landscapes along the shore to sell to
tourists. Summer stock productions
need help with props and wardrobe
if you like to be behind the scenes
in the theatre. One girl took her
camera lqng and photographed landscapes that were then reduced to

put on key chains as souvenirs. Two
enterprising · fellows obtained a
fi:anchise to wash telephone · booth
windows from Provincetown to Hyannis, Mass.achusetts. One day of
window washing left the remainder
of the week for sunning and good
times.
North, South, East and West are
only as far as the nearest travel
magazine, student summer employment agency on your campus, or
your own typewriter. Don't wait
until summer begins. Do your own
research now. And don't be discouraged if the first application doesn't
pan out. Just give it "the old college
try," and you may find yourself on
your way to a summer that will
bring fun, new friends, and a nice
addition to your college fund.
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form of government should be statw; ~ha~ the. govemment should represent the will of the maJority of the peo. ,·' .
ple be that what it may.
'OUR EDUCA'l'IONAL system was designed to ~ncourage free thought and critical thi?king. It w~s re~hz~d by
Jefferson, the earliest of Amertcan ~ducatwnal philosophers that a strong nation would be m constant need of
the c;itical evaluation of its youth. The yo~nger generation was expected to criticize, expand, and Improve upon
what went before.
'
.
d'bl
Today, our best univetsities, seemingly mere I y,
have held on to the idea of revolutionar.Y Amer~c~ .. In
contrast to so much of the world, no doctrme or cnt.xCism
is bar.red from student consideration. The st~dent xs encouraged to think for himself and to reach h1s own conclusions. The Legion may think it onlyluck that the majority of these free thnikers hav? always chosen d~moc
racy as the preferable way of hfe, but the established
:fact is that democracy cannot exist without free educaMark Acuff
.
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Officers for the coming year for
Spurs, sophomore honorary will be
installed Sundaay at 8 p. m. at a
meeting in the Kappa Kappa Gamma house.
President is Mary Jane Green,
who was elected outstanding freshman woman by the past Spurs
chapter. Anne Scott is vice--president; secretary, Rabbie Koch;
treasurer, Sharon Brimhall; editor, Natalie White; and histo1•ian,
Missy Sanderson.
Two members of the 1.961 • 62
Spurs chapter were elected junior
advisors of the new chapter. They
are Carol Wyss, past Spurs presi·
dent, and Polly Hanley, Misl'! Willene Paxton, assistant dean of
women, was elected senior advisor,
Pick up your yea1·book at Student Publications building beginning Monday,
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SACRAMENTO STATE COLLEGE
6~00 ~ay Street, Sacramento 19,
California. Study tours to Alaska
and SoutlJ-. Pacific, and Mexico. Tour~
to Alaska and South Pacific stress
natural science, native customs and
· ~ultures; ~uring six-week trip to MexICI? ~artic:pants live with families near
Mexico C1ty. Summer projects in Europe and the Orient in the areas of Art
Humanities, or Science. The travel~
study. p~gram is conducted by the Col!ege m 1ts extension division as an
mtegral part of the total instrnctwnal
prog_ram of the College. Academic
cred1.t gr~nted. qosts: Alaska, ap-·
proXImately $500; South Pacific
$1500; Meixco, $300 (not including
transportation to Mexico City) .

..•

professional record. Cost of program
is approximately $300 for board, room,
tuition, and excursion fees. Some
scholarships are available. At the close
of the summer session, hiking tours
for groups of i2-16 students each will
be arranged by local travel bureaus if
~ere is sufficien~ interest.

Lear.n as you go
is a good way to keep
the credits ~ming in

M

operate
summer programs in Europe :for
study or study travel. Unfortunately, these programs often remain
known only to students Qn that particular campus. Many college programs
organized by professors for special interest. groups will go unknown
throughout the year. It is a good idea
to watch for these programs on bulletin boards on your campus. Many
colleges offer credit :for their summer programs; this is an excellent
way to combine a summer of :fun and
travel with college work. A sampling
of what variety in study programs is
available, follows here. For specific ·
information of a more comprehensive
nature write to UNESCO, e/o Unesco
Publication Center, 801 Third Ave.,
N.Y: (22) N.Y. for "Travel Abroad"
an International DirectOry of fellowships, scholarships, awar~s, etc., covering the·wh9le field of study from 2
weeks to '1 Yeat:a in 115 countries.
(Price $3.00) Also, "The Handbook of
International Study~" Includes information on summer schools, community
projects, study tours, etc. Published by
the Institute of International Education, 800 Second Ave., N.Y. (17) N.Y.
(Price $3.00)

graduate or graduate credit will be received from the American University.
Total cost approximately $1,350 for
the tour, and $180 for tuit!on at The
American University.
For further information, write to
Dr. Emmet V. Mittlebeeler, Professor
of Government and Public Administration, The American University,
Washington 6, D. C.

THE AMERICAN UNIVERSITY
The American University offers a

MIAMI UNIVERSITY
The tenth annual Miami University
Abroad program combines a comprehensive tour of Western Europe with a
study of contemporary social problems. The American faculty will conduct a series of background lectures
and discussions aboard ship which will
be correlated with those given later by
·European specialists. Countries to be
visited are: Italy, Austria, Switzerland, Germa~y, France, 1Jelgium, Holland and England with an optional
tour of Scotland. The educational ob-

ANY ·A.MERICAN COLLEGES

Comparative Government European
W ork8hop during the summer of 1962.
A field study of the governments of
the Netherlands, Germany, Austria,
Switzerland,
Yugoslavia, France,
Great Britain, Morocco and possibly
Denmark is scheduled. The program
will consist of seminars and meetings
with government officials and other
persons .competent in the field of government, as well as visits to the usual
tourist attractions. Six hours of under-
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BATES COLLEGE
A group of American young people
under the direction ot Dr. and Mrs.
Rayborn L. Zerby of Bates College,
will go to Florence via London,
Cologne, Amsterdam, Munich and
Innsbruck. About two weeks will be
spent in Florence at a 15th century
student villa. An optional reading and
discussion class will be held, providing
college credits for those who complete
the course and successfully pass . the
examination given at the end of the
course. Basic cost, including tuition,
round-trip transportation and accommodations, $890.
For further information, apply to:
Registrar, Bates College, Lewiston,
Maine, or to: Dean Rayborn L. Zerby,
106 Central Ave., Lewistown, Maine.

jective of the program is to combine
with insight while spendmg a summer traveling in Europe.
By these means, participants live in
and secu:re live impressions of both
domestic and international European
problems.
The program is open to students
teachers and interested adults, Regis~
tration for Miami University credits is
optional. Apply to:_ Miami University
Abroad, Oxford, Ohio,
~ightseeing

OCCIDENTAL COLLEGE
For the summer o:f 1962, Occidental
College will offer a European History
Summer Study Tour. The 64-day program . will visit ~enmark, Germany,
Austria, YugoslaVIa, Italy, Spain and
France. Included are lectures, orientation, interviews and discussions pertaining to recent and contemporary
European political, economic, social
institutions and conditiona. Four units
of credit will be available from the
Occidental Summer School.
Open to college students or recent
graduates. Dates: June 18 to August
11. Cost: Los Angeles to Los Angeles
(including round-trip economy jet to
Europe) and all land expenses, $1,725.
For further information, write: Dr.
John E. Rodes, Occidental College, Los
Angeles 41, California.

NEW YORK UNIVERSITY
Washington Square, New York 3,
N.Y. Offers a six-week summer session in Europe for graduate and undergraduate · credit. A variety of
courses are taught by American and
European professors at the University
of Leid~n. Holland. Language of instruction is English. Tuition is ~0
per credit point.
Estimated expense :for student
transportation, student lodging, and
tuition for one 3-point course, $700 including meals. Scholarships for tuition
are available.
The School of Education offers summer courses in Israel (Modern Israel's
Life and Culture and The Land of the
Bible). The School of Education also
offers a seminar on Western Europe
Today and a workshop in Puerto Rico.
Both are conducted during July and
August.

open to qualified undergraduates enrolled in accredited American institutions who have completed one year of
college work prior to departure. Academic credit is granted. Cost of program is approximately $800 plus tuition fee of $20 per credit hour.

•'-

HOPE COLLEGE
VIENNA SUMMER SCHOOL
Hope College, Holland, Michigan.
Six weeks of summer school in Vienna,
combined with two weeks study tour
through Western Europe. While attending courses, participants live in
private homes in Vienna. Program is

WESTERN MICHIGAN SOCIAL
STUDIES SEMINAR, INC.
Western Michigan University, Kalamazoo, Michigan. Six weeks in ·England studying contemporary British
life and institutions, correlating field
trips with a series of 50 'Or 6'0 lectures.
Group then spends approximately four
weeks touring the continent of Europe.
Program is open to all qualified college juniors and seniors and graduate
students and teachers. Academic credit
(both undergraduate and graduate)
granted by Western Michigan University. Approximate cost of program
$1200.
WORLD UNIVERSITY SERVICE
20 West 40th Street, New York 18,
N. Y. German Committee has planned
an eight-week tour to England, the
Low Countries, Austria, Yugoslavia,
Italy, Switzerland, and France, plus
two weeks in Germany with an lnter,.ational Seminar on Lake Constance.
The cost is $700 excluding passage.
ROCKFORD COLLEGE
527 Seminary Street, Rockford, Illinois. Sponsors a summer study tour in
European History ot Art to France,
Holland, Belgium, Italy, and England;
a tour for the comparative study of
Contemporary European History to
England, France, Germany, and the
Soviet Union. Academic credit
granted. Approixmate cost of both
programs $1500.
SYRACUSE UNIVERSITY
610 East Fayette, Syracue 3, New
York. A Japan Art Study Tour in July
and August. Three graduate or three
undergraduate credits are available.
Approximate cost is $1500. A European Textile and Fashion Tour in July
and August. The tour is open to
teachers, students, professional people
allied to the textile, clothing, and fashion designing industry. Visits are
made to textile houses, universities,
fashion houses, industries. Approximate cost is $1300.

OSLO INTERNATIONAL
SUMMER SCHOOL
Admissions Office, Northfield, Minnesota. Summer session at the University of Oslo, Norway, on Norwegian
culture and language. A seminar for
teachers in Norwegian education is
also offered. Program is open to stud~nts witli a good academic record who
have completed at least their sopho- ._....
more year; teachers must have a good

STATE UNIVERSITY OF
NEW YORK
8 Thurlow Terrace, Albany 1, New.
York. Faculty-led, Study-Live-Abroad
Program in cooperation with the Experiment in International Living
Seven to eight-week summer course~
for seven groups in seven academic
a~eas include three weeks of Jiving
With host fami~y in a f~reign country,
travel, academic study, and free time.
Summary paper and/or examination
~eq'!ired fo_r academic credit. Open to
~umor,. semor, and graduate students,
mcludmg teachers. Approximate
costs: Mexico, $600 plus tuition and
transportation to Mexico City· Europe, Latin America, and India,' $1250
plus tuition and transportation to East
Coast port of departure.
Many students wish to combine their
visit to a foreign country with- some
academic study at one of the schools in
that country. During the summer
months, many universities and other
educational institutions offer special
courses in the language, history, culture, etc., of their own country which
are especially geared to the needs and
interests of American students. Some
of the programs include field trips to
nearby points and the range of subjects offered is almost limitless.
Foreign universities do not use the
American credit system. Students who
wish to have summer ·study abroad
credited towards their degrees must
check beforehand with the deans of
their own colleges or universities.
Dormitory arrangements are uncommon abroad; however, the university will usually help the student find
nearby lodging in boarding houses,
hotels or with private :families. It is
impossible to estimate the cost of a
summer abroad because costs vary so
much with the country of choice,
length of stay, school concerneil ·and
travel while abroad. Tuition costs are
considerably lower than in the United
States. Those students planning to use
veterans' benefits should submit their
applications to the appropriate Veterans' Administration regional office.
Very few scholarships are available
for summer study- Fulbright and
other government funds are not used
for· this purpose.
In many eases, students may enroll
for a shorter period of time than tlte
complete session. Students should apply for this and all other information
directly to the director of the summer
course at each individual university.
International reply coupons, available
at any U.S. Post Office, should be enclosed for a prompt answer.
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form of government should be stat!c ; that the. government should represent the will o£ the majority of the people, be that what it may.
···
OUR E])UCATIONAL system was designed to encourage free thought and critical thinking. It was realized by
Jefferson, the earliest of American educational·philoso.:.
phers, that a strong nation would be in constant need of
the critical evaluation of its youth. The younger generation was expected to criticize, expand, and improve upon
what went before. •
Today, our best universities, seemingly incrediblY',
have held on to the idea of revolutionary America. In
contrast to so much of the world, no doctrine or criticism
is baiTed f1·om student consideration. The student is encouraged to think for himself and to reach his own conclusions. The Legion may think it only luck that the ma·
jority of these free thnikers have always chosen democracy as the preferable way of life, but the established
fact is that democracy cannot exist without free education.
Mark Acuff

1962-63 Ollicers
Officers for the coming year for
Spurs, sophomore honorary will be
installed Sundaay at 3 p. m. at a
meeting in the Kappa Kappa Gamma house.
President is Mary JanEl Green,
who was elected outstanding freshman woman by the past Spurs
chaptct•. AnM Scott is vice-president; secretary, Rabbie Koch;
treasurer, Sharon Brimhall; editor, Natalie White; and historian,
Missy Sanderson.
Two members of the 1061 - 62
Spurs chapter were elected junior
advisors of the new chapter. They
are Carol Wyss, past Spurs president, and Polly Hanley, Miss Willene Paxton, assistant dean of
women, was elected senior advisor.
Pick up your yea1·book at Student Publications building begin•
ning Monday.
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globe. You're in good hands, too. The
United States National Student As-.
sociation; for example, maintains a
network of assisting activities,
EntP.ring its fifteenth year, Educational Travel, Inc., a subsidiary of
USNSA, has been providing a low-cost
foreign travel program and maintaining a travel information and advisory
service for American students and
teachers. Since 1948, ten thousand
students have participated in NSA
travel programs.

.>

Because NSA is a nonprofit organization, cooperating closely with European Student Travel organizations, it
is able to offer inexpensive tours of
Europe. The European Student Organizations make many of the travel
an-angements for NSA, and in addition, provide student guides. Each
guide is intimately familiar with the
history, customs, music, art, literature
and the other cultural heritages of his
native land. In addition to the usual
places of interest, the student guides
will show you places that very few
tourists have the opportunity to see.
NSA firmly believes that a tour participant is an adult; therefore, he is
treated as such. Considerable free time
is provided as an essential aspect of
the educational process involved in a
trip abroad. NSA tour members are
not herded like sheep, jumping quickly
from site to site and viewing a country's treasures with superficial haste.
The NSA app1;oach is more leisurely
and comprehensive, providing ample
time for shopping, visiting with new
friends, and individual exploration.
In addition to meetings and parties
with European students, each tour includes comprehansive sightseeing, admissions to art galleries and museums,
musical evenings and some theatre
parties. The tour prices also include
all transportation in Europe, accommodations in clean and comfortable
hotels and pensions, three delicious
meals daily.

Discovering new friends
as well as new lands is
one of the pleasures of
traveling with the gang

there is a thrill to traveling alone. In a certain sense,
you're far from completely on
your own if you decide to go this way.
If you want to go by water, for example, the Council on Student Travel
has arranged a number of special sailings to Europe in 1962 for students,
teachers and others traveling for educational purposes. From March through
December, the Council offers minimum
fare passage from New York, Montreal and Quebec to France, United
Kingdom, Germany, Italy and return.
All passages are on regular transatlantic liners which feature special
ADMITTEDLY

1"1.

shipboard ·programs for students and
teachers, administered by the Council on
Student Travel. This program, called
TRIP (Travelers' Recreation-Information Program), includes language
classes, forums· on current international problems, "travel tips" sessions,
concerts, art lectures, movies, dancing
and recreation.
There are special sailings in the late
summer and fall for European students
returning from the U.S. and for
American students en route to European universities.
The Council on Student Travel is a
nonprofit coordinating agency with a
nationwide membership of "95 -educational institutions and religious organizations which conduct international
student travel programs.
(For information, contact the Council on Student Travel, 179 Broadway,
New York 7, New York.)
The Netherlands Office for Foreign
Student Relations, another organization planning for you, controls the
space on 2 Dutch Government ships
each summer for 2 sailings to Rotterdam and 2 to New York. Round-trip
passage costs $340-$380. The sailings
are restricted to college or graduate
students between the ages of 18 and
30, who are fully enrolled for the cur- .
rent year. During the 9-day crossing,
an extensive orientatiolf program is
offered by professors and writers, news
reporters and radio broadcast.E}rs, diplomats and linguists presenting panel
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of government should be static; that the. govem~
ment should represent the will of the majority of the people, be that what it may.
·
OUR EDUCA'I'IONAL system was designed to encom•age free thought anil critical thinking. It w~s realiz~d by
Jefferson, the earliest of American educatwnal·phtlosophe1·s, that a strong nation would be in constant need of
the critical evaluation of its youth. The younger generation was expected to criticize, expand, and improve upon
what went before.
.
Today, our best universities, se~mingly incr~dtbly,
have held on to the idea of revolutiOnary Amertca. In
contrast to so much of the world, no doctrine or criticism
is barred from student consideration. The student is en~
couraged to think for himself and to reach his own. conclusions. The Legion may think it only luck that the majority of these free thnikers hav~ always chosen d~moc
racy as the preferable way of hfe, but the estabhshed
:fact is that democracy cannot exist without free educaMark Acuff
tion.

discussions and lectures. There are
also movies and classical concerts, a
Dixieland band and a daily newspaper.
(For detailed information write:
NBBS, 29 Broadway, New York 6 or
Rapenburg 6, Leiden, Holland.)
Other passage may, of course, be
purchased from regular commercial
lines, such as: American-Banner Line,
Holland-America Line, Italian Line,
French Line, Cunard Line, Zim Line,
NYK Line, and Grimaldi Siosa Lines.
Passage may be booked through your
local travel agent or at offices of the
shipping company. This passage, tourist class, round trip, begins at about
l360. Tourist passage on a liner is
usually booked many months in advance and is difficult to obtain unless
early application is made.
Air travel from the United States to
other parts of the world is available
through many different lines. The recent introduction of jet aircraft has
made (t possible for you to reach almost
any point in the world in a matter of
hours. Since overseas travel during
the summer is extensively heavy, you
should make your serervations well in
advance. Reservations can be made
through your local travel agent or at
the offices of the particular airline. The
following airlines serve various parts
of the world:
·EUROPE: Air France, Air India,
Alitalia, British Overseas Airways,
Canadian Pacific Airlines, El AI Israel
Airlines, Iberia, Icelandic Airlines,

o;f the IYHF in the U.S.A, By international agreement, citizens of . every
country must secure a Youth Hostel
Membership Card from their National
Youth Hostel Association before going
abroad.
.
In 1962 the AYH will sponsor educational travel for Americans to Africa, Europe (17 count.ries, including
Russia: and Greece), Japan, Central
America, North America, and South
America, and "Summer in America"
programs for guests from abroad.
Generally, trips in the U.S.A. are open
to those 15 years and over. Trips
abroad are available to those 16 and
over.
The AYH requires participants in
its programs to submit 'detailed application forms, character references,
and a doctor's certificate of their
.,aliiiity.to .pa.r.ticipate in.outdoor.activities~ 'Each AYH trip member must be
able to either bike, .hike, canoe, ski,
ride horseback, or camp, according to
. the requirements of the trip and itinerary. This does not mean one must be
a spartan athlete. Any normal person
in good health usually qualifies. AYH
trips are planned so that group members will not only visit the big cities,
but will also spend considerable tiJVe
in areas off the beaten tourist track.
The low cost of travelling with AYH
is possible because members have access to. 3,400 low cost youth hostels in
34 countries.
Youth Hostel Association members
carry a Youth Hostel Pass Card which
in many ways is a second passport. It
often 'gives the bearers reduced rates
at museums, art galleries, etc. A YH
groups, however, do not stay at hostels
exclusively. Student houses, small .
hotels, and pensions also are used and
many meals are taken in restaurants.
Visits in homes are arranged as circumstances permit.
AYH specializes in small group

Write for free brochures describing
all tours; USNSA, Dept. W, 20 West
38th St., New York 18, New York (or
USNSA, Dept. W, 2161 Shattuck Ave.,
Berkeley 4, Calif.) •
The American Youth Hostels is a
nonprofit organization established in
1934 exclusively fot· ''charitable and
educational purposes.'' It provides inexpensive, self-help style, overnight
accommodations called youth hostels
and sponsors educational travel, at
home and abroad. It is a member of
the International Youth Hostel Federation and serves as the representative

Irish International Airlines, KLM
Royal Dutch Airlines, Lufthansa, Pan
American World Airways, Sabena Belgian World Airlines, Scandinavian
Airlines System, Swissair, Trans-Canada Airlines, Trans World Airlines
SOUTH AMERICA: Aerolineas Argentinas, Avianca, Braniff International Airways, Delta Air Lines, Guest
Aerovias Mexico, Laesa International
Airlines, Lan-Chile Airlines, Lanica
Airlines, Linea Aeropostal Venezolana,
Panagra, Pan American World Airways, Varig.
FAR EAST: Air India, British Overseas Airways, British European Airways, Canadian Pacific Airways, Japan
Air I.ines, Northwest Orient Airlines,
Pan American Wor!d Airways, Qantas
Empire Airways, Trans World Airlines.
Or, you can motor or cycle through
Europe. Most of the European car
manufacturers have Plans covering
the road adventuring, and you have
the Am!lrican Automobile Association,
International Division (250 Park Avenue, New York, N. Y.) as a central
guiding source of information.
But probably the most appealing
way to go is in a group. These tours
give you the opportunity to make
friends who share common interests,
and enjoy companionship as well as
the travel adventure itself. There are
all sorts of tours, of .course. Festival
tours touching on music and art, Hobo
tours, hosteling tours, and dozens of
others touching on every spot in the

travel, and there is generally one
leader to each 7 to 10 people. All
leaders are required to take the one
week AYH National Leadership Course.
In 1962 three of these courses will, be
held: one in Hemet, California, April
9-14 and the others in Lakeside, Connecticut between June 16..July 7. AYH
welcomes leader applicants.
.
In 1962 the A YH sponsored trip
program will include 34 itineraries in
27 countries, ranging in length from
approximately 4 to 12 weeks. Costs
will vary from $175 to $580 in tbe
U.S.A., and from $395 to $995 in
Europe. (For , further information,
write to American Youth Hostels, Inc.,
14 West 8th Street, New York ll;New
York.)
EUROPEAN TRAVELING
SEMINAR
European Traveling Seminar, in its
fourteenth year of operation, offers

DISTANCES BY AUTOMOBILE

EUROPEAN MOTORING GUIDE
GAS IS
CAlLED

COUNTIIY

AUSTRIA
BELGIUM
DENMARK
FINLAND

Benzin
Essence
Benzine
Bensiini

FRANCE

Essence

GERMANY

Benzin

GREAT BRITAIN
GREECE
IRELAND
ICELAND
ITALY

Petrol
Benzini
Petrol
Benzin
Benzina

LUXEMBOURG
NETHERLANDS
NORWAY

Essence
Benzine
Bensin

PORTUGAL

Gasolina

SPAIN
SWEDEN

Gasolina
Bensin

SWITZERLAND

Essence, Benzina
or Benzin
Benzina

YUGOSLAVIA

PIIICE PER
GALLON S

SPEED TOWNS

LIMITSOPEN ROAD

SIDE OF
THE ROAD

0.56
0.50
0.44
0.50to
0.58
0.72to
0.77.
0.61 to
0.70
0.60
0.59
0.47
0.37
0.72to
0.82
0.44
0.38
0.48to
0.61
0.53to
0.61
0.47
0.65 to
0.70
0.40

25m.p.h.
Indicated
25m.p.h:
31 m.p.h.

none
none
38m.p.h.
none

Right
Right
Right
Right

Indicated

none

Right

none

none

Right

0.53

fifteen traveling seminar and study
tours in Europe for students and
teachers. These programs are both
with and without academic credit.
Meet-the-people programs are emphasized, including stays with families in
Holland and Denmark. The programs
also include group discussions. between
American visitors and Europeans and
talks with outstanding individuals.
Seminar sessions concentrate on evaluations of European art, history and
contemporary affairs. Grand Tour of
. Europe for students is largest program: approximately sixty days are
spent in visiting England,. Holland,
France, Switzerland, Italy, Austria,
Germany and Denmark. Others include Spain and Portugal. Tour costs
run from about $900 to $1,600.
Passage: Dutch student ships.
For further details, write: European Traveling Seminar, Arne Sorensen and Karen M. Jorgensen, 2639 Eye
St., N.W., Washington 7, D.C.

30 m.p.h.
19m.p.h.
25 m.p.h.
Indicated
none

none
-31 m.p.h.
none
none
none

Left
Right
Left
Right
Right

Indicated
25m.p.h.
22 m.p.h.

none
50 m.p.h.
28 m.p.h.

Right
Right\
Right

19 m.p.h.

none

Right

none
Indicated

none
none

Right
Left

37 m.p.h.

none

Right

19 m.p.h.

none

Right

CIJIES

KILOMETERS

MILES

207
294
148
218
324
381
218
106
300
232
382
230
74
187
202
180
345
454
626
65
603
554
607

131
185
92
136
201
237
136
66
186
144
237
143
46
116
135
112
210
282
389
374'
344
377

285
288
634
114
140
71
87
192
163

177
179
394
71·
87
44
54
119
101

Paris to LeHavre
Paris to Brussels
Brussels to Amsterdam
Brussels to Luxembourg
Luxembourg to Basel
Basel to Milan
Milan to Bologna
Bologna to Florence
Florence to Rome
Rome to Naples
Paris to Lyon
Lyon to Allignon
Avignon to Aix-en.Provence
Aix-en·Provence to Nice
Nice to Genoa
Genoa to Pisa
Pisa to Rome
Avignon to Barcelona
Barcelona to Madrid
Madrid to Toledo
Madrid to Lisbon
Stockholm to Oslo
.Oslo to .Copenhagen
Copenhagen to
Hamburg (ferry)
Hamburg to Berlin
Berlin to Warsaw
London to Dover
London to Stratford
Glasgow to Edinburgh
London to Brighton
London to Bristol
Belfast to Dublin
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·1962-63 Olficers
Officers for the coming year for
Spurs, sophomore honoraty will be
installed Sundnay nt 3 p. m. at a
meeting In the Kap1Ja Kappa Gamma house.
President is Mary Jane Green,
who was elected outstanding freshman won1an by the past Spurs
chapter. Anne Scott is vice-presi·
dent; secretary, Rabbie Koch;
treasurer, Shm·on Bl'imhall; editor, Natalie White; and histol'ian,
Missy Sanderson.
Two members of the 1061 - 62
Spurs chaptor wct·o elected junior
advisors of the new chapter. They
are Carol Wyss, past Spurs president, and Polly Hanley, Miss Willene Paxton, assistant dean of
women, was elected senior advisor.
Pick up your yearbook at Stu•
dent Publications building begin.
ning Monday.

I

"We're not leaving till we find him

and his overdue library books1"

NEW
NEW
·NEW

KE 20 WONDERFUL SMOKES!
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21 GREAT TOBACCOSILMD~
AGED MILD. BLENDED M .

FILTERED MILO-THEY SATISFY
·

quick-dissolving tube formula works faster and
cleaner .than ever.
non-greasy tube formula actually disappears in
your hair, leaves no white residue on your comb,
long-lasting tube formula keeps your ha!r in place,
Maybe your girl will muss up your hatr, ~ut not
much else
Give new tube-formula W1ldroo~.
a try. You'll like it!
Ct9G2, co~oMt·P~LMOLtvtco~<PAN.,

will.

"·'

Write for detailed information to:
NBBS, Student Work C~Pnps Rapenburg 6, Leiden, Holland. · '

A

N INCREASING NUMBER OF STUDENTS

from the States are discovering
each· year that voluntary work
camps provide an ideal opportunity
to see· the "real Europe" that lies off
the beaten track, to discover what
European youth are thinking today
and, at the same time, to make a real
contribution to the needs of· some com. munity.
In a work camp, fifteen to thirty
volunteers, frequently from a dozen or
more countries, live together and work
(usually without salary) on some
project of benefit to the entire community. In most camps, volunteers receive free room and board, but in
some, they are supposed to pay at least
part of their expenses. The work is
usually some type of manual labor, but
most work camp organizations do plan
a few camps each year of a social
service or educational nature. The
projects vary greatly :from country
to country- in Holland, volunteers
may be doing reconstruction after a
flood or building a duneway; in Germany and Austria they may be building )1_omes for refugees or leading a
summer recreation program for the
children in refugee "lagers"; in England and France volunteers help with
the harvest and grape-picking; in
Greece they may be doing agricultural
demonstration or rebuilding a village
in an earthquake..;_· and this has only
scratched the· surface of the limitless
variety of work camps held each
summer.

This summer work camp movement,
still in its infancy in the United States,
is an old and honoured tradition in
Europe and is rapidly spreading in
Asia and Africa. The first work camp
was· held in 1920 near Verdun, France,
when young people from France, Germany and oth~r countries joined to re- .
construct farmers' homes which had
been desb.·oyed in the "Great War."
The movement has grown steadily,
both in number of volunteers and
variety of projects planned. In 1955,
over 20,000 volunteers worked in Europe alone and the figure for the entire
world was over 115,000.
For a complete list of all work camp
projects planned for 1962 together
with the ad4resses of the organization
planning the camps, we suggest you
write to: The Co-ordination Committee for International Voluntary Work
Camps, c/o Youth Section, UNESCO,
Place de Fontenoy, Paris 7e, France.
This .committee serves as a clearing
house for information on work camps
organized by nearly 150 organizations
around the world. The committee will
send free of charge upon request its
"Work Camp. Project and Address
List" (revised bi-monthly) together
with a document containing general
background information on work
camps. Another Co-ordination Committae publication is "International
Voluntary Work Camps" which gives
detailed information, including a
statement of the aims, general conditions of service, age limits and finan-

BASIC FOREIGN LANGUAGE PHRASES
DIIILISH

I yes
no
please
excuse me

FIDICH

oui
non
s'il YOU$ plait
excusez-moi

SPANISH

si
no
haga el favor de

CEIMAII

ITALIAN

si
no
perfavore
mi scusi

ja

nein
bitte
dis~nseme
entschuldigen
Sie
thank you
gracias
me rei
grazie
danke
good morning
bon jour
buenosdlas
buon giorno
guten morgen
good afternoon
bonjour .
buenas tardes
buon giorno
guten tag
good evening
bonsoir
buenas noches
buona sera
guten abend
good-bye
au revoir
adios
arrivederla
auf Wiedersehen
parles-vous anglais habla usted ingles parla inglese sprechen sie
do you~
Engli
engIisch
I do not speak
je ne parle pas
no hablo espanol non so parlare ich sprecbe
francais
Italiano
nicht deutsch
I do not understand je ne comprends pas no comprendo
non capisco
ich verstehe nicht
how much is it
combien est-ce
cuanto es
quanto costa wieviel
too much
trop
troppo
demasiado
zu viel
where is
ouest
dondeesta
dov'e
wo ist
gas
essence
gasolina
benzina
benzin
oil
huile
aceite
olio
01
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should be stat}c; that the. govel'n~
ment should represent the will of the majority of the people, be that what it may.
···
OUR EDUCAl'lONAL system was designed to encour~
age free thought and.' criticnl thinking. It was realized by
Jefferson, the ea1·1iest of American educational·philoso~
phers, that a strong nation would be in constant need of
the critical evaluation of its youth. The younger genera~
tion was· expected to criticize, expand, and improve upon
what went before.
Today, our best universities, seemingly incredibly,
have held on to the idea of revolutionary America. In
contrast to so much of the world, no doctrine or criticism
is barred from student consideration. The student is enM
couraged to think for himself and to reach his own con~
elusions. The Legion may think it only luck that the tna~
jority of these free thnikers have always chosen d~moc~
racy as the preferable way of life, but the established
fact is that democracy cannot exist without free education.
Mark Acuff

cial arrangements, of nearly 150 work
camp sponsoring organizations.

For the serious-minded student
wishing to put in summer months in
constructive service projects, we recommend sending for the catalogue of
Service Opportunities entitled "Invest
Your Summer," published by the
Commission of Youth Service Projects, 475 Riverside Drive, Room 753,
Ne~ York. (27) .N.Y. (26c per copy)
ThiS contains a comprehensive listing
and description of Work Camps in the
U.S.A. and abroad, Community Service here and abroad, Institutional
Service and Working Seminars in the
U.S.A., arid invaluable information
spanning the entire field. If only for
Y?Ur reading, this is a fascinating reVIew of youth service projects sponsored by a council of more than thirty
youth organizations, church-related and
priva~, .which operate youth projects.
This JS a tremendously active and
growing area, this "work away from
home" idea - an example of some of
~e man~ pro~ects under way this year
1s contamed m the following listing
This is by ~o means complete, bui
merely a tastmg. A full view may be
obtained by writing to the above
sources.

JEWISH AGENCY FOR ISRAEL
Professional and Technical Workers
Aiiyah of .the JeWish Agency is providing a student work program in
Israel for advanced professional and
technical stqdents. Participants will
be assigned to jobs with various public·
and private institutions in Israel, with
salaries . sufficient to cover housing,
and living expenses. The program will
include· a· sightseeing trip around the
country und a short orientation seminar·on modern Israel. The work period
extends approximately from the middle of June to the end of September.
Applicants should be last-year undergraduate or graduate students or
apprentices in specialized trades. The
openings are chiefly in the fields of
medicine and engineering with some
limited possibilities in other fields.
Participants in the program should be
prepared to pay for their transportation to and from Israel.
Information from P ATWA Jewish
Agency, 515 Park Avenue, New York
22, N.Y.

OFFICE DU TOURISME
trniVERSITAIRE
'l'he Office du Tourisme Universitaire, in cooperation with the association "Jeunesse et Reconstruction "
organizes work camps in France. The
only requirement for admission is the
age limit: 18 to 30 years of age. The
work camps are organized on a 40
hour-a-week basis. Programs are organized for leisure time. In general
no salary or pocket money will be pro~
vided, Transportation expenses to and
from the c_amps must be paid by the
· participants. Details will be available
shortly after the first of March. Tentative registration will be accepted before that date.
Administrative fee: Approximately
$4. Apply to: Office du Tourisme Universitaire, 97~ Fifth Avenue, New
York 21, N. ~·
~~-~-~~---;-·--~-·

.

INTERNATIONAL MENNONITE
VOLUNTARY SERVICE
Organizes camps in Austria,
France, Germany, the Netherlands
and in Switzerland. Age limits for
these camps are 18-30. Volunteer must
'pay travel epxenses, but room and
board are paid for by the camp.
For more detailed information
write: Mennonite Voluntary Service;
Bruchstrasse 13, Kaiserlautern, Germany.

-

SOMEWHERE IN EUROPE
by KURT BLUM, P,l. P•.

So you h!l-ve been to Europe! You had a good time,
ate a lot of food which was new to you (remember
the difficulties with that SwiS8 Fondue? Remember
the Spaghetti in Italy almost every day?), you
met a lot of people (sometimes even Europeans!)
and you wondered about this and that. You ran
through dozens of museums, saw more churches
than ever before in your life and the chateaux in
France! How remember all that?
Yes, you saw quite a lot, but did you really see
Europe? Sure, "you made a lot of pictures, so
that everybody at home will believe your having
been to Paris (and not only to the Folies Bergere!)
or in Venice, sight-seeing in one ·of these funny

vessels called Gondola or that you threw snowballs in summer on top of the Jungfrau. Of course,
you saw the changing of the Guard before Buckingham Palace and in aome you threw a coin into
a fountain and in Ge:rmany you were amazed to
see so few war damages. But what did you really
see besides the usual sight-seeing items which
are a "must" for any tourist? Are you sure you
can spot any picture taken in Europe, just from
the general atmosphere it projects?
Try for yourself. w~ have prepared a little Quiz
for you and hope you will find out in which countries the respective pictures were taken. If you find
it difficult, try to find out from the looks of the girls.

..

~

•I.
'

,.\

(1) The little mermaid and
a nice girl who .was a per·
feet guide. Somewhere by
the sea, In a big city, not
too far In the north, not

too far in the south. Where?

THE WORLD UNION OF
JEWISH STUDENTS
Organizes work camps in Israel.
Type of work is primarily agricultural, age limits, 17-30.
Write: International World Union
of Jewish Students, 83 Av. de ]a
Grande Armee, Paris 16 erne, France.
NETHERLANDS OFFICE FOR
FOREIGN STUDENT RELATIONS
(NBBS)
Students from all over the world
gather for several weeks to work at
projects of public interest, and in so
doing are afforded the opportunity of
covering part of their travel expenses.
Ample time is scheduled for entertainment and sightseeing.

;

A foto-quiz

(2) With 111 sons in their

(3) This country has one

hearts! But in that country
you eat the hearts. and all
the people around are tons·
Inc for beer.

of the biggest merchant·
navies in the world, and
the girl doesn't look very
French, neither' Dutch .••

(6) Thay may laueh at you,
but they sure will walk by.

· (7) A pretty Birl Is like a
melody I Sony. boys, this

(4) Don't look too much at
the less. watch the baskets

and you'll find out.

___J

AMERICAN FRIENDS
SERVICE CO~TTEE
The AFSC plans to sponsor internaM
tional voluntary work camps in Europe, the Middle East, Africa and
Japan. American volunteers will be
sent to approximately 50 camps in 18
countries under the auspices of its
Overseas Work Camps programs.
Camp projects include the construction of homes, schools, roads or playgrounds, the repairing of damage
caused by floods, avalanches or earthquakes, and other physical work.
Volunteers should be available for a
three-month period during the summer, and' should be at least 20 years
of age, and in good health. Knowledge
of a foreign language and previous experience in kindred activities are important, although not an absolute
requirement.
MEXICO -About 100-150 volunteers are sent each year to Mexico to

participate in eight to ten projects.
The Friends Service Units in Mexico
are closely identified with the efforts
of the Mexican people to carry out programs of social advancement. Volunteers in the past, have helped organize
recreation programs and educational
activities, assist in clinics and hospi-

(5) During the tourists' sea·
son you will find English

written posters and adver·
tisements in almost any
European country. By tha
way, tl)is picture was not
taken In a back-alley!

In that country It Is not

easy maklna friends.

one has already a date, so
what's the use asklnll us
for her phone number?

(8) ·You really hit the jack·

pot, if you know where this
alrl is having a eood tlma.
Just to help you: It Is, accordi"lr' to A. J. Cronin:
"The only countty In the
world where the mountains
are hlper than the taxes."

more than 38: you have seen Europe!
more than 32: vtm~good
more tha,n 28: good
more than 22: a,verage
more than 18: keep 1/0U'Y' eyes open ned time!
more than 12: '1/0U don't know European girl81
more than 8: don't give up!
below 8: have you ever looked Bt a, girl?

tats, build playground

facili~es

and
athletic fields, among other work. Volunteers should be 18 or over. A knowledge of Spanish is desirable. Cost is
about $225 plus transportation. Some
aid available. The summer program
runs from the middle of June through
the middle of August.
IVS is the British branch of Service
Civil International, an international
movement composed of branches in
various countries, airning to create a

spirit of friendship between peoples by
bringing together men and women of
different nationalities and outlook to
join in useful work for the benefit of
the community.· Service camps take
place continuously from April to
October, as well as other times during
the year in certain countries. Volun"teers should be at least 17 years of
age. Knowledge of foreign languages
is helpful, but not essential. Volunteers are normally responsible for
their own travel costs and arrange-

ments. Board, lodging and other camp
expenses are free.
Work varies, being simple manual
labor, sometimes buDding for .refugees, interior decorating, bridge building, social or medical work, etc.
Camps are usually held in Britain;
·in most Western European countries,
Eastern Europe, the Middle East,
North Africa and India. For information write: ~ternational Voluntary
Service, 72 . Oakley Square, London,
N.W. 1, England.

'

1962-63 Olficers
Officers for the coming year for
Spurs, sophomore honorat·y will be
installed Sundaay at 3 p. m. at a
meeting in the Kappa Kappa Gamma house.
President is Mary Jane Green,
who was elected outstanding freshman woman by the past Sput•a
chapter. Atme Scott is viee-presi·
dent; secretary, Rabbie Koch;
treasurer, Sharon Btimhall; editot·, Natalie White; and historian,
Missy Sanderson.
Two members of the 1961 • 62
Spurs chapter were elected junior
advisors of the new chapter. They
are Carol Wyss 1 past Spurs president, and Polly Hanley, Miss Willene Paxton, assistant dean of
women, was elected senior advisor.
Pick up your yearbook at Student Publications building beginning Monday.
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"We're not leaving till we find him

and his overdue library bookst"
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WONDERFUL SMOKES!
E 20
FILTEREO MILD -THEY SATISFY
·

quick-dissolving tul.).e formula works faster and
cleaner ,than ever.
non-greasy tube formula actually disappears in
your hair, leaves no white residue on your comb.
long-lasting tube formula keeps your hair in place.
Maybe your girl will muss up your hair, but not .
much else will. Give new tube· formula Wildroo~.
a try. You'lllike it!
019G2, co~~•Tt·PALMOLIYE coMPA~1
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ITALY
"GAME OF THE BRIDGlb-Re-enactmant of 13th
Century Battle=:-1eatm. dresHd In medieval
armour, attem to pualt Nell ottter off bddp.
There will be
coatumed partfcipents. June 3
In Plsa.
OPEN-AIR OPERA SEASON-Held at the BathS of
carecalla and open-air summer concarts:. at the
Basclllca pf Maxentlua. End. of June-Aulluat In

.

~·-

·'
CHARTRES MUSICAL SATU.RDAY:'i - Chamber
music. July through September.
AIX ·EN· PROVENCE INTERNATIONAL MUSIC
FESTIVAL-Last three weeks In July,
AIX-LES·BAINES INTERNATIONAL DANCE FES·
TIVAL-Last two weeks In July.
GRAND PARDON-The most Important and col·
orful religious and folkloric celebration of all
Brittany, Saint Anne 'd' Auray, July 28.
MENTON INTERNATIONAL CHAMBER MUSIC
'
FESTIVAL-Auaust 1·10.
BESANCON INTERNATIONAL MUSIC FESTIVAL
-September 1·14.
ALSACE WINE FAIR-Colmar, August 6-15.
BASQUE FOLKLORE FESTIVAL AND BULL·
FIGHtS-Bayonne, Auguit 3·8.

THE INS AND OUTS OF
COLLECTING. SWEATERS
(OR)
WHY SWE.ATERS THAT ARE
VERY IN ARE VERY"ORLON'
.

acrylic fiber

VERY IN VERY OUT
washing your sweaters
in the nearest washing
machine-(You can, if
they're "Orion"* or
44
0rlon Sayelle"**)

sending your sweaters
home to Mother for
fussy handwashing or
whatever.

saving on cleanipg bills
with great sweaters of
4
'0rlon" and "Orion
Sayelle". Tbey come
clean-but quickly
-in the wash.

digging deep into fun
funds for seasonaland emergency sweater
cleaning.

all-season sweatersfreed from rituals of
mothballing and
summer storage.

mishaps with moths
and sweaters that
hibernate in a box.

bulky good-looking
knits that warm with·
out weight-wash
without worry.

burdensome sweaters
-too heavy in overheated classrooms,
too dependent on
demanding care.

......

classics pure and
simple-plus new.
fangled knits that
kaow how to keep
their shape with no
assist from you.

the old saggy-baggy's
like Daddy used to
wear-and Mommy has
to tass over!

the newsy textures
and tweedy tones of
4
' 0rlon" acrylic,
4
' 0rlon Sayelle"
bi-component acrylic.

almost anything else,
almost anything else!
(So start collecting
sweaters of 4'0rlon"
and '''Orion Sayelle"
right .now!)

BETTER THINGS fOR BETTER liVING ••• THROUGH CHEMISTRY
*"Orion" is Ou Pont's registered trademark for its acrylic fiber.
**"Orion Sayelle" is Ou Pont's registered trademark fe>r its bi·component acrylic fiber.
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GERMANY

form of government should be stat~c; that the government should represent the will of the majority of the people, be that what it may.
···
OUR EDUCATIONAL system was designed to encourage free thought an('{' critical thinking. It was realized by
Jefferson, the earliest of American educational·philoso~
phers, that a strong nation would be in constant need of
the critical evaluation of its youth. The younger generation was expected to criticize, expand, and improve upon
•
what went before.
Today, our best universities, seemingly incredibly,
have held on to the idea of revolutionary America. In
contrast to so much of the world, no doctrine or criticism
is barred from student consideration. The student is en..
cout·aged to think for himself and to reach his own conclusions. The Legion may think it only luck that the ma·
jority of these free thnikers hav~ always chosen d~moc
racy as the preferable way of hfe, but the estabhshed
:fact is that democracy cannot exist without free education.
Mark Acuff

One of the reasons for traveling is to
take in the famous festivals featuring
the culture and traditions of countries
endowed with both. A complete schedule would occupy this entire supplement, but here is a listing of some of
·the most outstanding festivals. Including them in your tour will crystallize the finest accomplishments of
Europe's nations:
AUSTRIA
SALZBURG FESTIVAL-A major European musical event. From July 29 to August 31st.
BREGENZ FESTIVAL-"Spiel am See" performed
on a raft stage on the waters of Lake Constance.
July 20-August 19.
VIENNA FESTIVAL - 12th' anniversary of the
Vienna Festival-features the ensemble of the
Vienna State Opera, the State Theatre, the operetta and ballet. May 28·J une 24.
SALZBURG MARIONETTE THEATER - JuneOctober.
PASSION PLAYS IN ERL, TYROL OF 1962Since religious plays have been on record at Erl
since 1613, this is perhaps the oldest surviving
home of religious popular art In the world. Performances during June, July, August and September every Sunday.
CASTLE CONCERTS-Chamber and folk music In
salons and halls of Schlos's Mirabel and Resi·
denz Palace. Throughout the year. Salzburg.
PALACE CONCERTS-Salzburg, June-September,
dally.
ANNUAL HOLIDAY CELEBRATIONS- Through·
out the Tr.rol. Ughtlng of mountain fires; special
pageant n lnnsbruck. August 14.

DENMARK
MIDSUMMER EVE CELEBRATIONS - Midnight··
bonfires, festivities, "witches" burned In some
localities. Throughout Denmark, June 23.
VIKING FESTIVAL-Bearded residents of Fred·
erikssund re-enact scenes on ancient Danish
history. Frederlkssund, June-mid-July.
EQUESTRIAN TILTING TOURNAMENTS- Medl·
eval costumes. Largest In Sonderborg. In Jull(
on Sundays, Mondays and Tuesdays. Towns of
South Jutland.
CHAMBER MUSIC CONCERTS - At ffindsgavl
Manor, Middlefart. August.
OPENING OF ROYAL PAN ISH THEATER, OPERA
AND BALLET SEASON-Copenhagen, Septem·
ber 1.
NATIONAL REGATTA-Royal Danish Yacht Club,
Horsens. July 3·7.
DANISH INDUSTRIES FAIR-Frederlcia, August
2-12.

MUSIC•BALLET-THEATER PERFORMANCES Herrenhausen Park in Hanover. June l·August 31.
HANS SACHS PLAYS - Rothenburg o. Tauber.
June-September.
"MASTERDRAUGHT" AND HISTORIC SHEPARD
DANCE-Rothenburg o. Tauber, June 9-11.
7th INTERNATIONAL BACH FESTIVAL-Malnz,
May 29.June 3.
CLOISTER PERFORMANCES OF CLASSICAL
DRAMA-Feuchtwangen. Jllne and July.
12th INTERNATIONAL FILM FESTIVAL-Berlin.
June 23-July 4.
.
t;10ZART FESTIVAL-Wurzburg, June 16·30.
OPERETTA ON THE RHINE- Performed on a
floating stage. Koblenz. End of June to mid·
September.
OPEN-AIR PLAYS ON THE CATHEDRAL STAIRS
-Schwaebisch Hall. July to August. ·
WAGNER FESTIVAL - Featuring "Lohengrln,"
"Parsifal,'' "Ring," "Flying Dutchman," and
"Meistersinger.'' Bayreuth. July 23-August 25.
12th EUROPEAN NATIVE COSTUME WEEK
WITH FOLK DANCING-Neustadt/Holsteln. End
of July to beginning of August.
BAVARIAN STATE OPERA FESTIVAL- Munich.
August-September.

GREAT BRITAIN
SHAKESPEARE SEASON OF PLAYS - Shake·
speare Memorial Theatre, Stratford·upon·Avon,
Warwickshire, early April-end of November.
DRAMA FESTIVAL-Pitlochry, Perthshlre, Scot·
land. April 21-September 30.
GLYNDEBOURNE FESTIVAl, OPERA- Glyndeboume, Sussex, May 23·August 26.
,
ROYAL ACADEMY SUMMER EXHIBITION-Royal
Academy, London. May to mld·Auaust.
BATH FESTIVAL-Bath, Somerset. June 14-24.
ALDEBURGH FESTIVAL - Aldeburgh, Suffolk.
June 14·24.
FESTIVAL OF BRITISH CONTEMPORARY MUSIC
-Cheltenham, Gloucestershlre, July 1-13.
INTERNATIONAL MUSICAL EISTEDDFOD-Lian·
gollen, Denbigshlre, Wales. July 10·15.
FESTIVAL OF EARLY MUSIC-Haslemere, Surrey, July 14·21.
FESTIVAL OF ART AND LITERATURE-Chelten·
ham, Gloucestershlre. First week of October.
HENRY ROYAL REGATTA-Henly-on·Thames, Ox·
fords hire. August 4-7.
THREE CHOIRS FESTIVAL-Europe's oldest an·
nual music festival, held In turn In the medl·
eval cathedral cities of G!!lucester, Worcester,
and Hereford. September 2·7.
EDINBURGH INTERNATIONAL FESTIVAL OF
MUSIC AND ORAMA-Outstanding_plays; opera,
ballet, symphony, etc. Also Film Festival! Mill·
tary Tattoo, Highland Games, art exhlb tfons,
earden tours. Edinburgh, August 19-September 8.

)

WRITE FOR MORE
INFORMATION

CLASSicAL P~YS-At the Teatro Romana,JuneJuly. Ostia Scavl (Rome).
.
X MUSICAL FESTIVAL-In the Gardens of Villa
Rufolo. June, Ravelo.
FESTIVAL OF nYO WORLDS - OJPnlzed by
Glen-Carlo Manottl. A m~r muafcal feS.
tival. Spoleta. Mid-June tA:i Mki.July.
INTERNATIONAL THEATRE FBTIVAL-Venlce,
June-October.
INTERNATIONAL DANCE FESTIVAL - Second
half of July. N-"'1.
CLASSICAL PlAYS-Performances at the TNko
Grenda. Pbmpeil, July 1-31.
PALlO OF THE CONTRADE-Tredltlonal medl·
eval horse rece around the Piazza del campo
preceded by Jjrllllllntly colorful costume parei!e
and fl..,to.•IIIC 'BXhlbltloM. Siena, July 2 and
Auaust 16.
OPERA SEASON-In the Arena, Verona, July 15Aucust 15.
JOUST OF THE "OUINTANA'-Tradltfonal PBC·
eant with 700 partfcipants In 15th-century costumes. Ascoll Piceno. A~st.
INTERNATIONAL PIANO-COMPETITION - Bol·
uno, July-September.
INTERNATIONAL PALlO OF THE CROSSBOWCompetition• uslna medieval-tYpe bow and
arrow kn-n as the "arbalest." Gubbio, Auaust.
XXIII INTERNATIONAL FILM FESTIVAL-End of
Aucust to the be8innlna of September. Venice.
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SPAIN

SWEDEN
OPERA-open-air perfonnancas of B. W. Peter·
son·Be~~:al's "Amljot," and opera of the Vlklnc
era. Mld·JuiY In Froso.
MIRACLE PlAY "PETRUS DE DACIS"-Perform·
ances ~ In medieval ruins of St. Nicholas
Church. July-Auaust In Vlsby.

SWITZERLAND

FRANCE
FAMOUS GYPSIES PILGRIMAGE AND FESTIVI·
TIES-Saintes-Maries de Ia Mer, May 24-25.
ANNUAL STUDENT PILGRIMAGE - Chartres,
June 5-6,
SCEAUX MUSIC FESTIVAL- Mid-May through
June.
STR'ASBOURG INTERNATIONAL MUSIC FESTI·
VAL-First two weeks in June.
LYONS MUSIC AND DRAMA FESTIVAL- Last.
week in June to first week In July.
DIVONNE INTERNATIONAL CHAMBER MUSIC
,
FESTIVAL-Early July.
AVIGNON THEATRE FESTIVAL-With the par·
tlcipation of the Theatre National Popuholre. Last
two weeks of July.

11-20.

c;omes to an end, most of us are
beginning to realize that our plans
for the iummer months will soon be
activated. Some of us will work,
some study, and some travel. In
~se you've been wishing to do all
three, it will be worthwhile to write
or pay a visit to the UNfSCO Publications Center, 80 1 Third Avenue,
NJW York 22, N.Y. This organization is responsible for a helpful
and informative booklet entitled
Vacations Abroad or Vac:ances
I' lttranger or Vac:ac:iones on el extronjero j$1.25). As you can see,
information ·about courses, study
tours, and work camps in countries
all over the world is given in any
of three b!guages - English,
french, or SpanisHccording to
the national language of the country or the language the country
uses for its otftcial international
communicationw.
The booklet provides information contributed by 859 institutions
and organizations with headquarters in 65 countries, and includes
data on vacation courses, summer
schools and seminars, study tours,
studenJ and youth hostels, summer
camps and centers, international
voluntary work camps, and other
educational and cultural plans, In
addition thete is .information about
available financial aid and schol·
arships for study andlraveljwhich
is always good to know) and some
references to olher sources listing
activities in certain countries and
regions. There are many opportunities for work, study, and/or
travel In such diverse countries as
Australia, 9lile, France, Iceland,
Japan, the PhilipPines, the United
States, and many more. Organizations offering summer programs are
listed and the addresses of their
headquarters are given if you desire more specific information.
Whether you trove! or stay at
home, the summer. months otfer
time to read some of those books
you haven't had time for before.
Just in case you haven"t made a
personal list of "musts," I'd like to
suggest three books from about
twenf)'-flve I've very optimisticGIIy
planned Ia peruse this summer:
,Jude the Obscure by Thomas Hardy
(Doubleday Dolphin, 95c); Crime
and Punishment by fyodor Dostoevsky [The Universal I.Jorarv,
Grosset & Dunlap, $1A5J; and

Summer Study .Abroad-A comprehensive listing of educational opportuDities for summer study in foreip
universities throughout the world.
-From Institute of International
Education.. 1 E. 67th Street, New
York 21, N.Y.
Human Relations in International
Affairs-Seymour W. Beardsley and
Alvin G. Edgell. Published in -eooperation with the American Friends
Service Committee by Public A1fair.a
Press, 4.19 New Jersey Avenue, S.E.,
. Washington 3, D.C., 1956, 40 pages,
'41.00.
Student Flights Within.. Europe Scandinavian Student Travel Service,JOO Fifth Av:enue, New York 36,

a

CORPUS CHRISTl FEAST~el
i - festival eel·
ebrated with splendor
~In, partlculllrly In Granada, Seville,
lz. ToledO and
Sillies. In Sitae• the streets are covered with
carpets of flciww JMhls. TIM celebrations last
a week In Granada. June 1.
30th INTERNATIONAL TRAD£ rAIR-An Elalositlon which bepn In the 15th Century. Barcelona,
June 1-20.
XI INTERNATIONAL MUSIC AND DANCE FESTIVAL-PerforJt1ances In tit• prdens of the AI·
hambra In Granada • .June zo.July 4.
ST. FERMIN FESTIVAL-Includes the axcltlna
"runnlllfl of the bulls'" throuch the city streets
en route to the rlnc. a.tns July 7 In hmPiona.
XI INTERNATIONAL FESTIVAL OF MUSIC AND
DANCE-outstendlnc muslcaland~anr;e pnosen·
tations plus spqrtlnc events, rapttas, wnct bull·
fights. Month of Auaust In Santinder.
FESTIVAL OF THE "RECONOUEST'' - Parades,
sportlnc events, bullfights. etc. Aucust 4-14 In
Malqa.
"GRAND WEEK" - Cultural events, flreworb,
concerts, sportlnc wants, .etc. Auaust 13-20 In
San Seb. .tlan a11d Aucust 20-27 In Bilbao.

INTERNATIONAL JUNE FESTIVAL-opet:I!S. bal·
let, theatre, concerts, exhibitions. June. Zurich.
SUMMER SKI RACES-Juncfraujoch. Mlchluly.
26th BRAUNWALD MUSIC FESTIVAL- Braun·
wald. Mki.July.
WILLIAM TELl I"LAY -Outdoor performances.
Interlaken. July 13-Siptember 10.
INTERNATIONAL LOCARNO FILM FESTIVALSOutdoor film presentation with putlcfpatlon of
numerous Internationally faii'IOUS film stars.
Locamo. Jul)t 20-30.
FOLKLORE FESTIVAL-Wean. July 23.
YEHUDI MENUHIN FESTIVAL-Gstud. A&JPSt

Planning by reading
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Handbook on Stu8ent Travel-published by COSEC (Coordinating Secretariat) of the Internationaf Student Conference of the National
Unions of Students, 52 pages, 60c.
(Obtainable from the U.S. National
Student Assn.t. 701 Seventh Ave.,
New York 36, ~. Y.)
TWA Travel Guides to Europe TWA, P.O. Box 1460, Grand Central
Stationl New York. 6 for '1.00 or
25c

The Fodor Guides - Edited by
Eugene Fodor David McKay Com·
pany~_ Inc., New York. Approximatecy $5.96 per volume.
New Horizons World Guide-by Pan
American World Airway, Inc., Simon
& Schuster, 1969.
Europe on a Shoestrinc - Harlan
Publications, Greenlawn, New York.
$2.00.

Travel Abroad at Low Cost - by
William M. Strong and A. lllilton
Runyon. Doubleday and Company,
Garden City, N.Y., ~.96.
The Vagabond- A Student Travelers' Guide. Collected from students
at Stanford University -who have
lived or travelled abroad. 96e per
copy. From: Stanford Overseas Information Servicet P.O. Box 3690,
Stanford, Califotnta.
Hand-Me-Down, Guide of EuropeA fantastic collection of hotels, restaurants, out-of-the-way placeS and
things to do which have been visited
and personally recommended by students since 1927. Book is revised
each year an the basis of reports of
students' visits from the past rear.
450 pages. Price ~.00. From: Holland-America Lin.e, 29 Broadway,
New York 6, N.Y.

The Poclcefboolc of Modem Vera
edited by Oscar Williams (tocket
librarv, Rerised Edition, SOc:)-alt
' paperbacks.
•
. Hawt fun ••• Amusez-vaus bien
' ••• Diviertansel

INTERNATIONAL MUSIC FESTIVAL - Lucerne•.
AUiust 12-S.ptamber fi.
GREAT MOUNTAIN FOLK FESTIVAL-On Mann·
lichen Mountain, Wean. Au&wt 20,

tiz Poce, llainard '63
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1962-63 Officers
Officllrs for thll coming year for
Spurs, sophomore honorary will be
installed Sundaay at 3 p. m. at a
meeting in the Kappa Kappa Gamma house.
President is Mal'Y Jano Green,
who was elected outstanding freshman woman by the past Spurs
chapter. Anne Scott is vice-pl'esident; secretary, Rabbie Koch;
trcasul'cr, Sharon Bt•imhnll; editor, Natalie White; and histo1•ian,
Missy Sanderson.
Two membtli's of the 1961 - 62
Spurs chapter were elected junior
advisors of the new chapter. They
are Carol Wyss, past Spurs presi•
dent, and Polly Hanley, Miss Wil~
lene Paxton, assistant dean of
women, was elected senior advisor.
Pick up your yearbook at Stu•
dent Publications building beginning Monday,

eacn.

Travelers' Information-Council on
Student Travel, 179 Broadway, New
York 7, N.Y., 1966, 84 pages, free.
Transatlantic: Travel tor Students
and Teachers-Council on Student
Travel, 179 BrOadway, New York 7,
N.Y., 6 pages, free.
United States Customs Hints-Obtainable at the U.S. Customs House,
Room 3~,BowlingGreen,NewYork
4, N. Y.:.~ or at any Customs House
in the u.S.;free.
Travel Routes Around the World(A travelers' directory to .J!'&Ssenger-carrying freighters and liners:·
Harlan Publications, Greenlawn, N.
Y.. 136 pages, -'1.00.
AYH Handbook and Manual - A
guide on how to hostel, either in the
United States or abroad. Free with
membership, or $1.00. Hostel directories for individual countries are
available, at 50c each, from: American Youth Hostels, Inc., 14 West 8th
Street, New York 11, New York.
Handbook on Student Travel and
Student Identity Card-An excellent
list of services of student unions in
Europe. The book will enable the
budget-minded student to save
money. The book includes a listing
of inexpensive student hostels, restaurants, reductions to students in
Europe and North America regard. ing train and plane fares, tour planning, stores, and other services.
Identity cards are very helpful
throughout Europe for reductions at
theatres, on trains, in student hostels, and restamants. The Handbook
is 50c, and the identity card is only
25e. From U.S. National Student
Association,Educational Travel,Inc.,
701 Seventh Avenue, New York 36,
New York, Department HB2..
Notes on Stadent Travel-A chatty
de~ption of Eruropean countries
as seen through the eyes of former
U.S. students abroad, plus hints on
where to eat, what to see, and names
of people who won't mind a visit
from an American abroad-From:
Stanford University Overseas Information Service, P. 0. Box 1486, Stanford, Calif.
Opportunities for Summer Study ill
Latin America-A complete listing
of summer sessions, study and vacation tours, and international living
programs in Latin America. Price
26e - From Division of Publication Promotion and Circulation, Pan
American Union, Washington6,D.C.
Study Abroad-Educational opportunities for scholarships1fellowships
and research grants listed· alphabetically by each country throughout the world. Price ~.00.- From
UNESCO Publication Center1 _801
Third Avenue, New York 22, ~. Y.
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Wild root®

Grooms Clean as a Whistle
Quick as a Wink
,...
"We're not leaving till we find him
and his overdue library books!"
.
· ·
ONDERFUL SMOKES'
21 GREAT TOBACCOS MAKE ~~:RED MILD- EY SAtiSFY
AGED MILD, BLENDED MI~D-

·

NEW
NEW
-NEW

'I

quick-dissolving tub.e formula works faster and
cleaner .than ever.
non-greasy tube formula actually disappears in
your hair, leaves no white residue on your comb.
long-lasting tube formula keeps your hair in place.
Maybe your girl will muss up your hair, but not.
much else
Give new tube-formula Wildroo~.
a try. You'll like it!
019G2, co~om-mMouvE<OMPAN~
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"However, we sincerely hope
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Michigan Daily

TABGBT

~
1:

·d·I t 0 r· s c .Ia r .I fy ·s. t: a n d~~~~r ~~:!rn~:fs~edo~~i!~~o:;se~~~
that we can reach an understanding with the Board as we recog-

ice .to ..the id~als of a free. press.
We Will contmue to make efforts
·
·
to attain concordance with the
AN~ ;ARBOR:~The editors of the tone and range of Daily bers of the community share. For Board.
t?e MlChlgan Daily, generally con- editorials.
this reason we will continue to "We protest the Board's apSidered to be the best and most "The Board's decision to create
.
'
.
. .
pointments. We cannot accept its
responsible student newspaper in an unprecedented position of co- publish The Dml~ as an .mformal attempt to deny us the freedom
the co1;1ntry, h~ve clarified their' editorial director was an expres- "task force". It IS our 1ntent to that would make us great. But
sta~~ 1n refusmg to abide by a F;ion of a feeling that Daily staff direct the production of the very we cannot turn our back on The
decision of the Michigan Board in members were using this news- best and very freest newspaper Daily.
d~l\m.
Contl·ol of Student Publications in paper for "political pamphleteer- we can.
-The Junior Staff
.. lfit is true that the University ov:-rriding senior editorial ap- ing" and were fast becoming an\jiOC~:iOccociOi~oooccciaci:iiiOocociaci:iiXiocociii:ii-:;i-i;i-oa-Gi-ii""
is'so very bard-up for money that pomtments.
elitist group of students perpetit needed the $500.00 that apAnother Editorial '
uating negativism and arrogance.
After the Dance. Let•s
pro;Kimately 1,000 s tude n t s
. .
The Boa:rd has received criticisms
brought in Saturday Night, may . ~~e second editonal app:-ared like these over the past several
Go See the Newest in
we make the following sugges- m" e paper of Su.nday, A;Pril 22 : years with a growing frequency.
Seven of the ~~~ht Dady st~ff Apparently, the Board members
tions:
Djamond Fashions at
. a) Installation of turnstiles at members 0 petttwned for semor felt these charges were true desall entrances to the New Mexico staff pos~twns refuse to accept criptions of The Daily and that
Union; with a 25 cent admsision the appomtments made by the the Board had to act to correct
~oa~d m Contr~l of S~~den~ Pub- them .
charge.
. b) Pay toilets in all UNM hcatwns; the eighth Joms m our "I t k'
t'
th B ·d
b 'ld'
protest of the Board's decision.
. n a mg ac ton, . e. oat
Ul mgs. .
"
.
vwlated fundamental prmCJples of
• c) Parkmg met~rs on campus. . The c~ntral 1ss.ue of concern the freedom of the press and in2312 CENTRAL SE
. d) More pay toilets..
m our dispute with the ~oard stituted, in one of the sublest
e) Ten Cent. turnstiles at all goes. ~~ch deeper ~h~n t_he 1rr~s- and vilest forms, pre-censorship of
CH 3-2446
entrances to Mitchell Hall.
ponsibihty and InJUStice dis- The Daily's editorial page We
• f). A stu~ent-f.aculty-adminis- played by the Board's members believe that the Board has no 'right
tratl.on chan.ty d;1ve to save the when t~ey overturned the r~c?m- to decide which channels editorials
destlt~te.Umvel'Sity..
mendatwns for staff pos1tions should be steered into or to shuf-1~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
While It ~as ~ertamly generous from the outgoing seniors. We be- fle appointments to guarantee that I·
of the U:mverslty, ~o . a.~Jo1rt ."}F\:l~: lj.(lve ·that·· the- 15. ·minute. inter.; a certa1·n balance of interest and
. b ook s anq-' 2 50 ·wor4-' 01•1·entatton
• w1ll
· be represented.
dents a diSCOU n.t t, o· S'e!l. tJ1"e~r:·t•·f~
ea:.n:· ""!
v ews, scrap
p}ay fo?tball; ~~ the administra~ petitions \yhich ·at:e the prime basi~ ."
,
tion qUite sure 1t can afford ·;the on which . tM . B·()ard ·judges th!l ,. H_ad we accepted the Board s
loss of revenue? Ca!].·the fin~cer iitnes~. o£ a:ppiicants constitute appomtrnents,·. ·we ~ould. have
. .": . . .ip:~ufficient grounds ·on which .tq ack~o~ledged 1~s eth1cal right ~o
company be held of!?.
Smce UNM S!lortmg eventil! ;\;rf.\· ~~ss the. work of three YElars. ~tep. m an~-- .control th~ pape.r s
usuall~ attended by .an ·cj\•ei-- We affirtn the. principle that'tlie. ~nt~rnal poh~1es, so;ffiethi.ng which
whelmmg majo!'ity .of' stud~nts_, §enior Staff ··.;,._ who · intimately Is ~~c.ompahble: W1~h either the
perltallS the Umversity can l:taisco tJi'ow.the abilities and capacities trad~bon o~ The Daily or our confunds by letting · non-.stu!lents in df •the statf ~nd ·the demands o:f ce~twn of? 18 nature.
.
.
.
. 'tl ons
· · · ·- .. can dWe1 believe
free and charging students
. tile· t"ue· var1ous
st aff -pOSI
·
th thatd'tthe ·basic
1 policyf
k th · b t d . .
Ab
~ un er Y.Ing e e I oria page o
regular admission price Then we
would really cheer on ~ur teams ~~ eth e f e~ ec:ins.. ~ ~~ · the ·Daily is· to keep it open for
We would have bought them
• a d'
e-h. :TIJ.hmeDn_ . · J?~In~~~ e "freedom of.expression grounded
._
pn_ er w IC . e a11Y. o,,era s, i>n fact.".
.
··
_F___h___--b- "'·,,,_ that students can and wil~ produce "This is the ·phrase which aprenc Clu
.:: !l gtcat newspaper, req~u~es that pears in .. The Daily's Code of
Le Club Caf~·Causettc ments to- the boa:d accept th~ seiuox recOin- Ethics. The ·Board asked us in our
clay at 4 p. m. in the lounge of 'o 1•- menda.tl?ns e~c~~t. m ~as~ where interviews to ac~ept that code and
trxesponslbihty
IS displayed. each of us agreed. The Board aptega Hull for an hour of F.x.enc11 .gross
.
• h
.1
conversation and 1·cfreshments.
"'lliat happened _Fri~ay mg t pal'ently does not believe in its
at the Student Pubhc~~10ns Bldg. own code, since it attempted to
Home Ec
<~ dernonst_rates . emphatically that fol·ce its own view of what edit..
.
.
the seruor ed1tors had not pre- orial policy should prevail in the
A WHISTLE-A WINK-AND
Fmal Home Ec ch~b meetmg IQ~' senfed such aslate. Their recom- pages of the Daily.
•·
tlle school year will be 4 p.m. mendations, based "'')n intensive "We feel that the Board apThurs~ay at Sa1:a Reynolds Hall. discussions and long probing inter- pointrnents contain an implicit atInductiOn of seil;lOl'S and a speak- Yiews, would have yielded a fine, tempt to curb the freedom of this·
er on careers will be featured.
workable staff which we were newspaper, a restriction we will
,
. ready to accept.
not accept.
ROTC RevieW
. "The Board in Contl·ol, how- "Our commitment to a newsMarking the first of the end of ever, chose to exercise its long paper to serve the University
the academic year fe~;tivities is-the dormant power with respect to community, however, is a very
annual Joint Military Review ,Qf editorial staff appointments. Its great one. We do not '~ant to
the Naval and Air Po1·ce ROTC members unanimously chose to create a vacuum by walkmg out
Units beginning nt 4::!0 p. ·m. to~ slap down the seniors' recommen· of the Daily and totally silencing
day on Zimmermml Pie!<!.
dations in a crude attempt to mold the one effective voice the mem-

By DAVID J. ROGOFF
Thel'e is a rumor going around
that the University of New Mex:ico is broke.
We first heard this rumor at
Saturday night's football game
where UNM students had to pa;
fifty cents to see UNM students
play a game ag·ainst ex-UNM
students at the University Sta-
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/Jutle~~,fle.U
JEWELERS

...

SIC,FLICS
WILDROOT ... IT GETS HER
EVERY TIME!

...

form of government should be static; that the government should represent the will of the majority of the people, be that what it may.
OU.R EDUCATIONAL system was designed to encourage free thought and critical thin1dng. It was realized by
Jefferson, the earliest of American educational philosophers, that a strong nation would be in constant need of
the critical evaluation of its youth. The younger generation was expected to criticize, expand, and improve upon
what went before.
Today, our best universities, seemingly incredibly,
have held on to the idea of revolutionary Amurica. In
contrast to so much of the world, no doctrine or criticism
is barred from student consideration. The student is encouraged to think for himself and to reach his own conclusions. The Legion may think it only luck that the majority of these free thnikers have always chosen democracy as the preferable way of life, but the established
:fact is that democracy cannot exist without free education.
Mnrk Acuff

1962-63 Officers
Officers for the coming yea1• for
Spurs, sophomore honorary will be
installed Sundaay at 3 p. m. at a
meeting in the Kappa Kappa Gamma house.
President is Mary Jane Green
who was elected outstanding fresh:
man woman by the past Spurs
chapter. Anne SC!ott is vice-president; secretary, Rabbie Koch •
treasurer, Sharon Brimhall; edit:
or, Natalie White; and historian,
Missy Sanderson.
Two members of the 1961 - 62
Spurs chapter were elected junior
advisors of the new chapter. They
are Carol Wyss 1 past Spurs president, and Polly Hanley, Miss Willene Paxton, assistant dean of
women, was elected senior advisor.
Pick up your yearbook at Stud:-nt Publications building begin·
mng Monday.

''ew' . . .
~~
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Wild root®

Grooms Clean as a Whistle
Quick as a Wink
"We'I e not leaving till we find him
1

and his overdue library books!"

NEW
NEW
-NEW

21 GREAT TOBACCOS MAKE 20 WONDERFUL SMOKES!
AGE~ MILD, BLENDED MILDFI~TERED MILD -THEY SATISFY

·•

quick-dis~olving tub.e formula works faster and
cleaner .than ever.
non-greasy tube formula actually disappears in
your hair, leaves no white residue on your comb,
long-lasting tube formula keeps your hair in place.
Maybe your girl will muss up your hair, but not
much else
Give new tube-formula Wildroot
a try. You'll like it!
Ot962, co~OAtE·PALMoLivt coMPANY

will.

.I

·I
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Ai~bomo Students Hove Rough Time SfYUH9 dJ.(J(J.IINJt ho.la c!,'"~~~~~;ih~

. • t0 AttendChUrches
InAttemptlng

By BOB p ADGETT
Last Saturday the Lobo football team defeated a very fine
·
·
group of ex·Wolfpack s~a:s by .a
·
.
·
't
S!lore of 14-0. In my op1mon th1s
TALLADEGA, ALABAMA - and paradmg Without a perml · should be the start of the finest
Easter Sunday, students from However, the students refu.sed season a New Mexico football
'J;'alladega College sought to wor- to break up the dernons.tratl?n· team has ever had.
ship in five segregated churches. They were threatened With f~re
h Lobos b<:e New
They were barred from four and hoses and tear gas. Then the pollee . N ~xt fall t t e h ) W oming
weicomed at one, the Episcopal proceeded to drive the students ~~XlC) s~ .e ( e(h~re) yTexas
Chu~ch, where they received com- back to tl1e .campl1s b~ clubbin% We e~=r~ ~h~~~ Utah State
mumon.
them all the way. One g11·l was h1t (h s
H
m' 'ng)
utah
,·.The 1ninister at the Me~h od'1st o? th e h ea d an d knoek ed · 1'nto a (there)
ere - San
omeco
1
'
Jose State (the 1·e),
Church meditated to d1scover d1tch. ,'fohnson! a me~ber of t'?e B;ri hm~ Young (there), Colo~'What would Jesus do 1" He then Talladega Socml ActlOn Commit- .rad~ State (here) and Montana
called the police who arrested tee, de~lared "we'll keep on dem- State (here).
'
three Negl·oes for trespas.sing, l)nSt!·atil!g. Th~·tnly wrt~• they can The Lobos have twenty one rewith bond at $500 each. They spent stop us lS to Jl us a ·
turnin lettermen of which 6 were
three days in jail before bail was
. Zellne~ Arrested
.
starte~ last fall. The Lobos will
:raised.
Friday, April 27, SNCC Field be deep at every position next
Bomb Explodes
Secretary ~.Obert ,Zellner w~s ar- fall with the possible exception
On April 25, twelve students rested ~or consplrac::: to. vwlate of guard and fullback. But if the
picketed a drug store which had the anti-trespass laws With bond sophomores and transfers that
:re-fused them se1·vice. A tear gas set at $2,500. As Zell!ler stepped looked so good in spring prac·
bomb exploded in their midst. out of a car to t•ecelve a letter tice do as well as expected next
Police denied a spectator's report from one of the students, mom- fall even these positions could·
that a uniformed p.olil!ernan threw ents before the car was to leave have adequate depth.
jt, They clai.m that tl1e b?mb was ~or the annual SNCC ~onference The overall team speed should
issued from a car beanng New m Atlanta, he was ~riested. He be improved over the 1961 team.
Jersey license plates. Students was ac~u~ed of provokm~ the drug The size of the squad though
claimed that the police cleat•ed all store stt-m through wotkshops he smaller is much quicker and
whites away before the bomb ex-,had conducted.
t more agile than in the last few
ploded.
.Zellner r~~used dto cooper~ : seasons. Experience which is a
The picketers walked until the 'tVlt~ .t1hez P11 Jce tanh wash canrraJe. pre-requisite to a winning season
. . t d Tl
o J:ll
e ner o ave ee
I· .
h
.
'd e than
~ear gas had d!SSlpa e . f 1en i'e- raigned May 7 wa'S determined 1s mufc moTrhe m evJ. enc
th' . .1 tl .
th last al1.
e passmg game,
mforeernents - a group o twe ve t t
-replaced them. The twelve were no 0 1eave e Jai un ~a11 e which has been a weak point the
arrested for "conspiracy in inte1·- 'f.aNadega st~den;s br~ ~~e:ed last five years is definitely im:rupting and · delaying business." e ner wast a.~ 0 t' 0 ~ r~~ £day proved and could be a major
They are in jail in lieu of $750 1~4 for confrl ~ msg. 01\Ia ~oli:- weapon in the Lobos wing-T atg
, t k next fall
mquency o mmor m
h
b d
on eac ·
Mississippi and May 21 for crim- ac
.
·
.
Mustard Oil Used
inal anarchy.
DefensiVely the L?bos shoul?
Later in the afternoon, 15 stu- April 30 Talladega Attorney be better next fall. If the n~" •
dents stood in line at a movie box General MacDonald Gallion ob- corners keep ~evel?pmg _as quickoffice.· When refused admission, tained a tempol'at'Y injunction ly as they dtd this sprmg,
they picketed the theater. A spec- from circuit Judge William C. Sui- Probable starters for the 1962
tator threw mustard oil on the legs !ivan prohibiting the President of season should be:
of Get·ald Johnson, the group's the College, some faculty rnem- End-Ed Meadows - Sr. 6-2,
leader. When William Woods re- bers, SNCC member Bob Zellner, 220, Alexandria, Virginia.
placed Johnson, mustard oil was SAC leader Dorothy Vails, CORE End-Larry Jasper- Sr., 5-10,
thrown in his face. Both were Field Secretary Henry Thomas, all 192, Brooklyn,
Va.
tmated at the college infirmary. members of SNCC and SAC from Tackle-John Kosar_ Sr., 6-0,
The next day a protest walk any conduct calculated to provoke 205, West Newton, Pa.
bound for the downtown area was br~a~hes of the peace: Ther ~re Tackle-John Stewart - Sr.,

Guard-Bob Bouyer-Jr., 5-11,
215, Boston, Mass.
Guard-Joe Vivian - Sr., 5-9,
185, Albuguerque.
Center-Chuck Clauser - Sr.,
6·2 230 Albuquerque.
t~rbll.ck-Jim Cromartieuar 180 Q · h Texas
Sr., 6-0, _ ' uana .'
•
Left Halfback - Jmt OttmanSt., 5-10, 190, .,A.lbuquetque.
Right Halfback-Bobby S~mtiago - Sr., 5-8, 160, Albuquerque.
J r.,
Fullback-Gary Ness 5-10, 190, Las Cruces.
Next fall the Lobos should
have their best team in many,
. .

Q

sented in the Theater tonight at
8:l5, by students of William
R.hoads. B_ob Til!otson, Charles
kmson! Vm Srn1th, and Pat S.ulh.
van Will perform on the elarmet;,
accompanied by Walter Keller,
Melissa Houston, and Pat Devine
on the piano. Von Weber's Firs~
and Second Concertos for Clarinet,
Concerti no and Grand Duo Con~
certante a;e on the program
'
· ·
·
'

A~

.
•..
man:,: ~ea~om). B arrmg
any sel'l•
ous lllJUrleS to key performers
the Wolfpack could very well go
undefeated.
,

The Ideal Fiesta Outfit
o JEANETTE'S FIESTA
dress designed for
the season.
It can be worn
anytime
anywhere •••
street and
informal wear,
parties, square
dancing, etc.!

°

w.

Use Our
Convenient
Layaway Plan

I
4815 CENTRAL NE

PHONE Al5-B961

Across from the Highland Theater

~~~afu~~~~~~m~~rn~~mg~:ms,66-~1~,~2~3~2~,~P~h~o:e~n~~~·~A~r~~~·===~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
50 policemen. The students turned kneel-ins, mass demonstrations, ;:
;;
down another street but were boycotts, unlawful picketing and
jntercepted by police who said that\tre~;~passing, or from conspiring
they were unlawfully asflembl<Hl' to do so. ·

The Tuesday LOBO

The Item

Complete
Line of
Sporting Goods

The Place
MULCAHY
SPORTING GOODS
The Alpine Shop
FAIR PLAZA SHOPPING CENTER

ALS-4621

STUDENT

School Supplies

by DAVID HOROWITZ
STUDENT POLITICS AT THE UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA • 50c

BOOKS

associated students bookstore

FASHION
SHOES
FOR GIRLS

LAUNDRY
SERVICE
&
Dry Cleaning

ONE STOP
GROCERY
SHOPPING

Ex 602

Union Building Campus

BEVERLY'S SHOES
STYLES FOR LADIES AND MISSES
3404 CENTRAL SE
PHONE 256--6491
"FASHION WISE AS WELL AS BUDGET WISE11

SANITARY LAUNDRY
Albuquerque's Only 2-way Radio
Pick~up & Delivery Service
'

700 BROADWAY NE

200 W'{OMING SE

CH 3-5671

PARK 'N' SHOP GROCERIES
ON THE TRIANGLE

Open Daily 7 am to 11 pm
112 Girard NE
AM 8-9890
Volkswagen

Factory Qualified
Mechanics

VOLKSWAGEN Clinic

Porsche
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U Tracksters Defend Title THE

· ·
The Lobo track team takes off VIsion
and Skyline Conference gainst Abilene Christian which
"-o Fott Collins this w.eek and a titles in the pole vault Merriman ne t t PI
, 46 0 . 'th b t
0
•Saturday defense of Its
· Sk
1'
h
f
·
'
'
x
ummer
s Eastel'll
· 'IS eDivies
. ~ ~ne w ~ was de eated by Lobos Don time by far in the
'Confe1·ence
Eastern DlV!Slon Batie and Lee;! ·Trussel earlier this sion,
1
·
h'
yegr
" · d 14' 6" s t d
• will be a favorite for
chawp10ns P·
"" • c1e..
re
.
a Ul;' ay at Jim Bla1r
The Lobos, who last week com- the Rocky Mountam AAU m Boul- the high hurdles and a co-favorite
]lleted their regular s~ason with a der.
.
.
.
with Denve1•'s Beck in the low
68-63 dual-meet trlUrnph over Denver Will gather pmnts m the hurdles, Another possible first
Abilene Chd:;;tian College, will be 220 yard dash as Steve Cain may come· from either LaDon Rad·;favo"ed to win the Eastern Divi- (21,5) and Norm Crawford (21.6) ford or Larry Kingsley in the high
sion • title but could experience are b eh'm d Ado1Ph PIumrner ( 20,3) jump
't•·ouble f1!orn rapidly- imPJ'oving for the best clockings in the East·
•
· · D' · ·
Denver and Colorado State Um- elnTh. lVPI~Ion. 'E t B k h
Vel·sity teams.
e I?ne':rs
ver
ec
as
the best time m the confer~nce for
Took Seven Firsts
New Mexico took only seven oft~~ 220 Y.ard low hurdle~ With 2~.1.
0
In
'a possible 15 first places in last Jurn ~lair of N~w Mexico has run
Dr. Harold L. Enarson, UNM
k' b ttl
'th Ab'l
· the th rd best tlme-23 ·6·
Academic Vice - President will
1 ene Chl'lSwee s a e WI
M dl F
d
'
tian but sha1•ed another first and
e ey avore
speak on the "Status of Higher
'manage
' d SIX
• secon ds an d e1g
· ht h Denver will
also place men in Education
America" .to
.
. in Centi·al
.
th ird places in taking the win
t e broad JUmp, but Ken Medley the Latm Arnencan Desk tomor· t h'1s row a t noon m
· room 128 of t"Th t · t ,
the W If • k WI'11 b e an easy f avor1•'te m
.ue
. a VIC o~y gave .
o pac event.
Union.
an 8-4 meet I~C<lrd for the s~ason. New Mexico will be heavy fav- Dr. Enarson, in the summer of
UNM won fiVe d~al mee:s, lost orites in the weights with J :ohn 1961, made a survey of higher eduthree, won two tnangulais, los.t McMahon (javelin), R. P. Waters cation in Central America for the
one, and won one quadrangular' (discus), and Andy Sinclair (shot Ford Foundation. He was in Mexilost none.
put). All three men lead the East- co City from May 7 to 12 conferLobo coach Hugh Hackett plans ern Division in their events.
ring with representatives of Cena 25-man squad as a tentative UNM's Tim Barnes will also be tral American nations and Ford
entry, but he may have to leave favored in the 440 yard dash. Foundation officials on this subsome of the planned entrants at Barnes ran an excellent 47.7 a- ject.
home.
Whitfield Uncertain
Prime question mark is spxinter
Jim Whitfield, Whitfield pulled a
leg muscle at a triangular meet at
Abilene Christian on April14 and,
while he has shown great improvement may not be ready for fullscale' competition this week.
If thet•e is any question, Hackett plans to leave Whitfield home
and hope that he will be ready to
defend his Skyline 100-yd. dash
title at Denver next week. Whitfield ran a :9.5 centUl'Y in last
year's Eastern Division battle.
Top Lobo entries this week will
be NCAA 440-yd. dash champion
Adolph Plummer, halfmiler Pete
Brown, broad jumper Ken Medley,
hurdler Jim Blair and weight
men R. P. Waters and Andy Sinclair.
Denver and Colorado State University, due to adve1·se weather
conditions, had a late start in track
but the school's performances
have been improving steadily.
CSU's Del Hessel posted a
1:52.4 in the 880-yard dash in a
dual meet with Wyoming. UNM's
Pete Brown has the best time in
the conference thus far with
1:52.3.
Colorado State will be favored
in the mile run; the Aggies' J eny
Schmidt has a 4:19.4 to his credit
and Gerry Glyde, also of CSU, has
run 4:22.2. UNM's best time comes
from Dean Johnson--4:22.0.
GerryGlyde (14:57.9) and Jerry
Schmidt also have the second and
third best times respectively in the
three mile run for the conference.
New Mexico's Dean Johnson is
seventh best with 15:33.5.
Although CSU's Jim Merriman
has 1•eceived little publicity, he wi!J
Jll'Obab1y win both the Eastern D1-

Enarson Speaks
T l at• Des k

w~:u~?a~

LOBO

Lobo Sports. Editor
.
. ·
d
A newspaper, by 1ts very nature, h1gh schools of th1s state an :many
·
high
participants
(W:
m,ust have free d om of ·eXJ?resswn.
he school
ate hit1•ack
h school
meet) and
But a newspaper must assume re- t hst · 't g d th . 'd t Th
.
. · th f
· .1l~Y
nesseand
· epublicising
mc1 en . ite ·
sp.ons1b1
With
is. r~e dom ..0 ne coac
harmesisWIdone,
might beheve tha~ brmgm~ Fnday will only ;furthet• the bad effects
night's traumatic expe_r1ence of it may have caused.
Adolph Plummer to hght once C h G
p t
f UNM'
more would only throw more ridi~ac D~o~~e ~ ro1bo h ms
cule on him, his coach, our school, .as erhn d IVlt8 h1'?n baste a11 :c af •
· 1ate a responsi'bTt
. t a no
and hence, VIo
1.1 y p1ons
ft mg
th u pra1se
. d or
the school press has of keeping ad- 1tus heaqt a fer
ey survJvedt •3
t d bl' 't
reac erous our game roa np
vferse_utnwahrraln e pu lei y.away in tliree days •.• by car •• • to
rom I s sc oo •
,
Colorado ••• to Wyoming.
~he Albuquerqu': papers have The team was tired after losing
~ec.Jded to make tl!Js u_nfortunate the first game of the doubleheade1'
mcldent known t'? all Jts readers to Wyoming, 11-1, but Petrol said
-they covered It thoroughly- the defensive work won the chamf
th
t'
'ts If to a letter
rom e ac !on 1 e . .
. · pionship for the Lobos.
1118 a~f~om
Plummer
explammg
them
tlons Several students have sa1d ."We did not. ove1·powe1•
·
h ·
w1th the bat btlt the kids really
h t'
t e papers were
on1Y ur mg wan ted th at I ast game . , . they go t
th
d
emse1ves an everyone e 1se. themselves up for the important
Contrary to what appears to be one. It was a suicide schedule and
the policy of the LOB<?, the they deserve the greatest tribute".
SP.ORTS column agre~s Wit? the
Petrol had special praise fo:).'
Tr1bune and J ourna~ m their ef- Tom Dunn, Steve Steinhoffer, and
forts to make the ent1re c~rnedy of Isidro Rubi. Dunn and Steinhoffer
errors known to the public.
helped the Lobos through a critical
Now why not drop the issue?· A ninth inning in the last game with
scht;~ol's recruiting program is very Wyoming, and Rubi executed a cri~
dependent on its relations with the tical double play in the same game.

E

CU Senate Defeats
Anti-football Bills
BOULDER, Colo.-The Univet·sity of Colorado's Student Senate
Wednesday defeated two motions
aimed at a near-total de-emphasis
of the university's intercollegiate
football Pl'ograrn,
Both resolutions calling for deemphasis were introduced by senator Allen Nossl;lman, off-campus
reprelientative (CU Student Sena tors are elected :from t"esidential
areas) and formet editor of the
Colorado Daily. Nossaman last
week successfully pushed a resolution calling for the abolition of
the House t1n-American Activities Committee through the
.ASUC student Senate.
One :motion, which failed seven
tc. five with one abstention, would
hve ut·ged the CU regents to
make voluntary the compulsory
athletic fee paid by all students.
The other, which :failed 10-1,
Would have urged the National
Collegiate Athletic Assn. to stiffen
penalties against CU for its violation of NCAA rules in the Gl'anclelius ease, asking that the school
be barred :from conference title
contention for ten years.

Many college graduates have de·
cided to volunteer for two years of
service in the Peace Corps upon
the. completion oftheirformal academic training. Their reasons have
been both practical and idealistic.
Perhaps such a decision would
be the right one for Y.Q!!.·
, As a Peace Corps volunteer, you
' can make avaluablecontribution in
the world~wide battle against igno·
rance,poverty,iyrannyan~disea~e.
By sharing your Amerrca~ sk11l,

knowledge and know-how w1th the
peoples of rising nations, you can
do something of importance
for human dignity and welfare,

for world peace and freedom.
And you can do something for
yourself as well. Service in the
Peace Corps in South America, Asia
or Africa is an investment that will
add substantially to your professional competence and stature. lt
can· provide an opportunity for
experience and responsibility that
will pay dividends throughout your
career in the years ahead.
·
Teachers, engineers, mathema~
ticians, archeologists, docto.rs,
nurses agricultural specialists~
I
'
and liberal arts graduates 1n many
other categories (probably including yours) are now being selected

by the Peace Corps. Placemen~
tests (non-competitive) will be
given soon. Use the coupon below
to receive full information at once.

r---------------7-1

iI

I about the Peace Corps.

~,

I Please sent! me full lnformat on I

II
I Addre~s
I
I
I
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U Baseball Crew Wins Division Championship
S'PI·,t Four Gomes·
'
. R d T•
0n 0 00 riP
The UNM baseball team won the
Skyline Conference Eastern Division championship Saturday by
'tti'ng a double header with WySpli.
ommg.
Coach Petrol's Lobos had a di£ficult schedule of four conference
ames
in three
daysinand
hadto
totake
win
gtwo
of these
games
order
the Eastern Division title. The other two games were with Colorado

Un ion Leaders·
PI
R . t d
ea s e Ie c e
Two convicted union leaders
have had their pleas rejected by
the Supreme Coart.
f f
T
The a~peals 0 ormer earn~~
ters Preside~t Dave Bee~' and Car
penters President Maunce Hutcheson were turned down. Beck was
seeking reversal of his grand larceny conviction based on charges
he stole $1900 involved in the sale
f a union-owned auto. Hutcheson's conviction was for contempt
of Congress. He had refusea to
answer questions at a hearing of

°

State Unive1·sity, which the Lobos
also split.
Lobos Split
In the first game with Colorado
State, UNM won 8-3. The Wolfpack gathered thirteen hits led by
Gary Nesss, who went 3 for 5, and
Art Ortiz, who hit a home run in
the ninth inning. In the third inning, Steve Steinhoffer and Jim
Kirkpatrick singled which provided two more runs.
Lloyd Randel pitched UNM to
victory-the first of his two victories on the roadtrip.
The second game with the Aggies was' entirely different, as
CSU limited New Mexico to five
singles and won, 4-1.
Gm·y Ness lost his second game
of the year, but allowed only seven
hits. The loss came not through
Ness' faulty pitching but on an unusual amount of errors by his
teammates.
More Splits
Saturday, the Lobos continued
their rigorous trip with a doubleheader at Wyoming. The Pokes
won the first game 11-1, but New
Mexico made a comeback and took
the second game, 4-3.
Ralph Youngberg was tagged
with the loss in the first game. The
Cowboys collected five runs in the
first three innings while the Lobos
managed only one. Wyoming capped the victory by gathering one
run in the fifth and sixth innings
and four more in the eigth.
It appeared UNM might have
lost its bid to capture a fh:st division championship since 1955, but
the pitching of Lloyd Randel and
the superior fielding of the Lobo _
Box Score
First Game
UNM 023 002 001-8 13 0
csu
000 011 100-3 7 2
Second Game
UNM - - 001 000 000-1 5 2
CSU
000 001 12x-4 7 2
First Game
UNM - - 001 000 000-1 7 5
Wyo. - - 032 011 04:x;-11 13 2
Second Game
UNM - - 102 000 010-4 6 3
Wyo.
010 100 001-3 8 5

lj

i

'·

. 1Oth 1SC Nears
the.Sen.ate Labor Rackets Invest!gatiOn m 1958•
cana d·a 0 penlng
.
In other action, the Supreme

sive work of the Conference the
participants will exchange views
and ilxpedences, l'enew their basic
principles of cooperation, l'eaffirm
Court granted a·hearing to a ~·oup The student Wol·ld is paying their solidql'itY' with students
of 187 ~egro stud.ents convwt~d g1·eat attention to the coming 10th fighting for t~eir rights and draw
l?st year m Columbu~, South Caro- International Student Conference ~p an ex.te.n~IVe progran~: of prac:
lma .. They .were cot;tvicted on which will be held in the Univer- tt.cal activities on a. natwn.al, re~
after an ant1-segregat1on demon- sity of Laval Canada from June g10nal and world-wide bas1s.
stra~ion on the cap~tol grounds. 27th to July Sth.
'
COSEC has received enthusiasThen· arguments will be heard
.
.
tic answe1·s to her invitations· tl)
sometime in October:
The ISC IS a fla~ework of attend the 10th ISC and ne'iv pa ·~
world student cooperation embrac- ticipants ar·e also expected to colnre
ing 73 fully representative Na- t 0 C
d
t J
f th'
.
H
E Cl b
tional Unions of Students f1•om
~tyna tadnext utnhe .or IS Ulll7
orne C
U
the five continents.
versl s u en ga ermg.
The Home Ec. Club will hold The 10th ISC will be organized
.
theh· final meeting of the year on jointly by COSEC and the Na- Pick up your yearbook at StuThursday afternoon, May 17th at tional Federation of Canadian dent Publications building begin~
4 p. m. in Sara Reynolds Hall.
During the twelve days of inten- ning Monday.
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om man er

the taste to start with ...the taste to stay with

Claims 'Agitation;
Should Be. Halted
New Mexico ·American Legion depa1·tment commander
Richard B. Lanig suggested UNM president Tom L. Popejoy "take action that his school is not used for indulging
the whims of irresponsible agitation."

po~~:~fg:::::;opt~oyp:;e::;: F_o_r_o_n__Y_o_u--ng--0-u-t
stateme~~. of last ~riday saying
he was s1ck and bred" of h•responsible criticism of the Univerfaculty, and stu-

~~:ts!ts sta~f,

. Legwn Told Off

'

For F.ridoy Donce

PopeJoy had told the Legion to
in effect "put up or sh t
.~ Faron Young, scheduled to per•
saying that if the Legion :ctu~iy fo1·m for Friday night's F~esta
knew of a disloyal person at dan~e, has been cancelled, F1esta
UNM, the Legion should bring cltamnan Tony Shaw announced
those facts to the Univel·sit yesterday.
president for action.
Y Ferlin Husky, hillbilly singer,
Laing did not name anyone will replace Young on the pro~
He said "I have no personal in~ gram, Shaw said. The dance will
te1·est in these professo1's in their be held following coronation of
personal lives or habitsJ•
"Rey Y Reina de Ia Fiesta" Friday
The L.egion commander cut night, and will run until 1 a. m.
MRS. FRANK HIBBEN is surrounded by a few of the creatures she escaped from.
l?ose agam at critics of the N a· · · Brings Band'
.,.....,...............
.
tlol}al Defel}SE! Ipducation Aet dis- Husky will bring his own band,
cla1mel' aff1dav1t. He asked what a contingent from the "Grand me·
part of tl1e 'Oath" (requiring stu- Opry." Tickets will be 75 cents a.
dent applicants :for government person. Student Council last week
loa~s to_ sweat• that they do not decided to put up the money
beheve m • an~ will not support necessat•y to establish lower prices
panied the hunters into the in.. usual means. Pictures were need- 11Y orgamzatwn advocating vio- than those set by the Fiesta ComBy .Susan Ellis
One faculty - wifl! who finds no terior. '
ed of a rhinoceros charging for a ent overth1·ow of the ·govern- mittee.
Suddenly a wild boar broke out film documentary that they were ~ent) was. objectionable. "We Friday's dance will follow the
difficulty in maintaining a fresh
and vital outlook on life is Elea- of the undergrowth and came Pl'eparing about an African safari. rve .constitutional methods of traditional burning of Professor
nor Brown· Hibben wife of ·or. charging toward her. He1' comGood Luck
c 1!ldgmg our government," he Snarf, symbol of academic wor.,
Frank c. Hibben of the anthropol- panion be11t a hasty retreat but Fortunately, the Hibbens had a sal •
S
ries, at 7 p. m. on Redondo Drive
gy
department.
Mrs.
Hibben,
avid
photogt·apher
talented
gun-bearer
who
could
L
.
way
Loyalty?
between
Hokona and Coronado
0
Mrs HibbE!n "Brownie" to her that she is, could not pass up this snort in exact replica of a rhino's
aJ?g Wel}t on !o say "I am Halls.
friend~ combi~es movie _ taking impressive shot. Her telephoto mating call. Poised in the back of ~~~~:~;)d Wl~~ ~hen· .<UNM pro- ThE! coronation of a Fiesta King.
•
and bird-watching while accompa- lens was on and she continued their Land Rover, M1·s. Hibben 8
a.ctn;tle~ Within a tax- and Queen will be conducted by
nying her adventurous archeolo- sho?ting until the boar filled the would wait. until the desired re- 0~P§~~~~ 1 ~.stltubon. of tl1e s~~te Las Cm}Ipanas, junior honorary,
gist-author husband on safaris in- enbt•e frame and ~het;t was too
(Contmucd on page 2)
sway
fexlCo, whme they nught at 7:30 m Johnson GYI?J, an event,
to areas so remote that she is close ~or further ftlmmg •.What
studenf e1~ s~udents from the th~t marks the opemng of the.
sometimes the first white woman she m1ght have done next 1s unto om· s a egmnce and loyalty Midway, located north of Johnson
ever seen by the indigenous popu- determhied for the hunting party,
•
•
I
Ult
sure b ~ountry (v~ry few I am Gy~. T~is.attraction will continue
t'
fortunately, was close on the
L '· u even one IS too many)." untilnudmght.
1a 100 ' Camera Hunter
boar's heels and set up a din that
criti~l~~ bl~ste~ Poej~y for his Saturday's events open with a.
"M 'h t' , .
from its path. The government is w'd . 't PopeJ'oy h~s
te
eglon when parade at 10 a.m. starting at Gir·
y un mg 1s a1ways WI'th a deterredRthe animal
b
N t'
b
I enmg I s
no expressed "dis- m·d and c t ·al NE d
t'
camera.'" Mrs. Hibben said.
Of the
Hibdiscrito
then'
~he 1sn1t bor.ed when l~ft alone hens have encountered, she re- The Justice Department has :fl groups by the Un'lou~. veterans the campus. Also scheduled are
wh1le the hunbng party 1s off on membe~;s the Ituri forest pygmies ed its first suit challenging t~- newspaper, (Th lVets~ty ftudcnt a tug-of-wa1•, beard judging cont~ek, she rep~rted, for she never of the Congo as being among the use of segregated votin ma ~ paper is ~ free e 8 u en ne\ys- test and pie eating contest, spontn•es of watchmg and photograph- most fl'iendly They measure from in~s
g
ch h"s n
al}'en) t, PopeJOY sored by the Lettermen's Club
·
1'£e aboutfour;feetto
•
· suit was filed
power
. .
· th e a bundan t A£ ncan
mg
Wl'ld-1
4' 6" and are the "The
a'n t B'bb " "If oPop
• ·.over• 1t
k. d .
contmumg
from 2:30 to ·4 p.m.•
1
which at•e .unawe? ~Y her presence. only human beings t~e Hibbens County, Georgia, in atJs ~istl~ict critics the~ or bsl!~~;,e a.:ha;J~ed ?f east of .Mesa V:ista. The All-Cam•
Her sohtary VIgils have not al- ever saw who use their noses as Court at Macon
his administrative pos't'1
;• ~~ pus Bar B Q wlll be served from 4.
ways been uneventful, however, do animals, lifted irt the air to The governn;ent is seeking a take action to see tlt;t hf~ ~ hu 1 UJ?til 7 p. m. with Frank Chiweand she bas survived an impress· "catch the scent."
preliminary injunction forbidding is not used for indulgingc ~~e ww's <? 0;1~bo pr?viding music. ·
ive list of close calls.
Dt·. Hibben hunted the bongo officials from segregating voting whims of irresponsible agitation " .FhstiVlt~e~ Wlll · e.t1d · ~aturday:
Once in Iraq where h;r husband (red antelope) and th~ f~rest si~a- booths and counting white and he said.
' ~VIt dancn~g.from9 uribl.1 a.m.'
was hunting wild boar m the tam- tunga on the Oubangi r1ver Which Negro votes separat<!ly.
·
m the ballroom of .the Umon. The
arisk .swamps (like those along sepat•ate.s the ~on~o fro!n French Attorney Genet·al Robert KenDoes Research
Fou1· Fresh!ne~· will appeat• ~th
the Rio Grande), she wa~ left Equato1·1al Afr1ca JUst s1x months ~edy announced the suit in Wash· Dr. Troy Flo d histor 1, f _Jack ..shearu~g s Orchestra. TICkalone on the ~ike of the T1gress befot·e the war b1•oke. out. •
1~gton. He sa~d it is the first ac- sot•, will do rE!s:a;ch on ~!f~r~h- ets '\VJ~l be sold at tl1e doot.
,
with hel' moVll'l camera and one Some of the most xmpresslVe of t10n challengmg segregation in cOining book deal'n
'th c 1 . 1 p• k
·
lraqi in flowing robe.and 'cofia' the action shots that ¥rs. Hibben the actual physical conduct of elec- Central Am r' 1 ~WIG ~omi d ~c p ~· yo~u· year~o~k at S~u(turban), while the dogs accom· has taken were acqmred by uu- tions,
this summer.e lca m
ua ma a n~~g M~n~~~~1ons btuldmg beg~n •.

Mrs. 1-/ibben Has /-/ad Interesting Life
Wifh 1-/er 1-/usbancl on African Safaris
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CLABSIFlED ADVERTISING RATES:
4 Una ad, 6~ - I tim• U.60. Imer·
tlom muat be onbmltted bJ' noon on
ciQ before publlcatlon to Room 168,
Student PubUcatlona Building. 1'hooe
CD 1-1428 or CD 1·03D1, ext. 11~
HELP WANTED
MANAGER lot apartment& cloae to Uni•
v~rsitv.·'Rent free. Excellent opportunity
for yollng married couple who wioh to
finish college. AppJ.y by letter to Drawer
"A' ', c/o New Mexico LOBO, Box 192,
Un 1v. Station.
PERSONALS
WANTED typing Of all kind•. Neat and
aocurate wGrk. Phone DI 4·7274.
6·10, 11, 15.
FOR SALE
'58 SILVER HAWK, v.s with overdrive.
30,000 mllet. $795. Call CD 3·2579.
5·10, 11, 15.
.LOST I< FOUND
REWARD of $5 for return of notebook
containing thesis notes taken from Car·
rell No. 25 in Librarv on Sunday. No
questions 1111ked. Call DI 4-7136.
:REWARD offered for returning two set& of
Western Clv. II notes loet in the Johnson
Gym parking lot. Call CH 3·0107 or Dl
4·5784.

Laos here.

-"':

WANT ADS

.

One of the nation's leading art- four or five most authentic film What will Brakhage show? He's for he is the Bach of the New what I think is Brakhage's mas•
tists in the experimental cinema artists working in cinema any- not sure. Early in November Brak- American Cinema."
terpiece to date. I have thought I
will be brought to the UNM cam- where, and perhaps the most ori· hage wrote to a friend, "! am at Brakhage is having a special found slack passages or weak
pus Friday evening by the Univer- ginal film-maker in America to- the moment, and for some time to print of 'Prelude: Dog Star Man' points in s~me of his e~rlier.. work;
sity Film Society.
day," states Jonas Mekas in the come (probably 7 or 8 years), in· made so that he can show it here. !Jut~ can,f.md:pg flaw ~n thls one.,
Scheduled for presentation at October 26, 1961 issue of the Vil- volved in editinl;l' what will prob· He's. going to p1·esent a retro- :a;ut'lts :perlectwnd, il$ Wl~h mas1te:;.
.
,., ·30 F 'd
·
· th u ·
·
bl b
h
p1eces, lS ·a: secon ary VIrtue. t ·IS
•.
r1 ay kevenmg .m e mon 1age Voxce.
a y e a 4. or 5 our
nrogram
of h1s work ' a very power£u1 v1sua
·
1 d.rama, and
Th
.
. co1or, prob· l!lpect1ve
.
~
eater, Bra hage w1ll talk on the Stan Brakhage w1ll be here, to- ably all silent, ep1c called DOG which will feature this major new 1 consid!!r its public showing an
experimental cinema, commenting morroow night, with a full pro- STAR MAN-of which a 30 min- piece. Here's an excellent review event of majol' importance in the
on his wo1·k as it is shown.
g1·am of his films. As well as be- ute "Prelude" is now completed. A of 'P1·elude': "Though some of arts."-Donald Suthel'land (auth:.
Brakhage now lives in self-exile ing perhaps one of the most pro- friend in an article later comment- its violent shifts may startle you, or of Ge1•trude Stein: A Biography
from New York, living and work· lific, talented and daring of the ed, "If all the popular praise of and some of its shots outrage or of Her Work).
ing with his wife in a canyon ~xperimentalists working today, the 'Prelude' is~justified, and if baffle you m· m ake you whoop, I There will be one program only.
near Boulder, Colo.
he is extremely articulate and in- Brakhage finishes the entire film, can only say that all this is per- Admission for the special presentStan Brakhage is one of the teresting.
it should be the film of our time; fectly composed and constitutes tation: $1.15; students, $,85.

OUR SIXTY-FOURTH YEAR OF EDITORIAL FREEDOM

Lois Mallory will give her junior contralto recital at 8:15 Wed.,
May 16 in Room 19 of the Music
Building. Accompanying her on
the piano will be Jean Miller. They
will play Vivaldi's Stabat Mater,
a Mozart aria, Zwei Gesange by
Brahms, and Three Children's
Songs by Proctor.

'

¥f~xperimental
Cinema
Artist
Carries to U
~
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Contralto Recital
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What makes Lucky Strike th~ favorite regular cigarette of college smokers? Fine-tobacco taste.
The taste of a Lucky is great to start with, and ·it spoils you for other cigarettes. That's why
Lucky smokers stay Lucky smokers. So, get the taste you'll want to stay with. Get Lucky today.
Product of cJ/t, ~ JJ~-''J'~ is our middle name'•

11~~;!~i:~o~ th!a!~~~h~oter

~~etl~~~e ~0: t~:/ncalled c~sti- Univer~~Y~
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